


 

       by Alex Edwards



Chapter 1 – Primordia

Once  upon  a  time  there  was  lava,  prehistoric  spew,
chaos,  madness  and horror.  Humans  did  not  walk  the
Earth yet, and nor did dinosaurs, but men had begun to
speak.  What were they saying,  as they whispered -  in
tones reserved for the best of epochs?
They gently spake,  “We are the boys.  We are the lost
juveniles of the tabernacles, and we will never front for
school. We will never arrive, and we will never not work
hard. We will  be true ants.  We will  ignore the will  of
temptation, and we will press deeply into thought, and
will discover what it means to be a man.” 
And who built  the ship,  dismantled the Atlantic Slave
Trade, and smashed the atom? It was man, teetering atop
a precipice of sheer fiasco – because every invention of
history  has  been  a  miracle.  And  so  it  went,  that  an
experiment took place in the minds of aliens, watching
far and intently  for the future course of human history.
They would place two men, generation after generation,
the  same  souls,  warped  from  body  to  body,  in  a
reincarnation narrative of hardship and glory, to resolve
two questions.  One  – what  is  the  story of  the  human
man? And two, who is the victor – the technocrat, or the
ascetic? The latter question would resolve centuries later,
in  a  coliseum  of  children,  an  edifice  of  marvel  and
sociological  rat-walls;  two  kids,  pitted  from  birth,  to
fight to the death, without knowing it – never knowing
it? Who would emerge victorious? Indeed, it became an
inquiry for later years, and until that time, each was piled
upon the last in a hamburger of escalating sentience. But,
truly,  this  is  a  misleading  statement.  For  all  creatures
great and small share their own proper apprehension of
consciousness...  was  the  understanding  of  Ferroh,  and



others  who  migrated from  Whirlpool  Galaxy  to  play
“gods”  unto  the  Earth.  And  what  did  they  discover?
These gods, such wicked woman and man-like fiends of
stranger  domains?  They  found  a  brutal  climate,  a
primordial sludge of elements and eukaryotes, dancing
and dealing  to  try and  foster  the  conditions  for  more
complex life forms. And watch as they did, they saw the
unfolding of beasts of many kinds, until the human being
finally arrived on such an extravagant timeline.
“Having achieved immortality,  Mu, what is it  that you
and I  value  most?  This  is  me  pontificating  with  you.
Philosophising, as it were,” spoke Ferroh.
Mu  gazed  into  the  night  sky  that  was  perpetual  eve.
Their view from the dark side of the moon speckled and
sparkled  with  constellations  inside  the  pitch  black
endlessness. 
“What is it,  then, Ferroh, that consolidates man to his
destiny? Is it willpower? Or is it circumstance? Is there
an  indelible  special  quality  within  the  psyche,  that
allows  people  to  pursue  the  truth  of  all  things,  the
passions  of  all  ages  and  to  achieve  beyond  measure?
Something hidden in the consciousness? Let's test it,” he
replied.
And so they did. And with their advanced knowledge of
soul  electrics,  they  set  upon  two  minds  in  the  now-
Ukrainian region and fixed the electricities therein. What
would follow, would be the mortal course of two lives,
and at the point of cease, the first – they named the first
soul Mel – Mel, would rumble to a stop, and spit forth a
kind  of  pattern  in  the  mind  that  corresponded  to  the
movement  of  all  predictions  and alien  equations.  And
shuttled it  across,  did Ferroh and Mu, to  a baby born
centuries  later,  with  a  re-arrangement  of  the  electrons
and other particles within its mind, to imitate the voltaic



murmurs found in the first Mel. Yes, the science of soul.
And  over  the  over,  the  process  repeated,  for  the
entertainment  and  resolution  of  the  dispute,  that
ultimately  became  thus:  Who  would  win,  in  a  fatal
combat  between  two  ignorant  competitors,  each
equipped with spectrally opposite strategies to rise to the
top of society... to inherit power to destroy the other, by
clever  arrangement  of  variables,  since  the  two  were
perfect antipodean antagonists of each others' spheres? Is
it  the spiritual  man,  who denies the imperfect  era and
prefers the ideologies that can match their own heart's
yearning  for  a  truthful  outcome  in  the  affairs  of
humankind? Or is  it  the upstart  – the busy heir of  all
behaviours,  productive  and  futile,  making  their
handiwork out of assistance and opportunity, deep in a
foothold of material conquest – born into it, and on the
cusp  of  all matters  there  sensate?  The  discussion
between Mu and Ferroh would resolve eventually.  But
first, they wished to understand human history. Or, better
still, the story of man, and masculinity. Mu and Ferroh
were both men, you see, and aside their little coliseum
they  had  built,  they  made  a  separate  bet.  Ferroh
bargained that:  Yes, man can accomplish happiness, in
each century, and always did, privately, but in a complex
way. Mu contended the opposite, that men and children
were discarded into the recycling of shattered spirits, and
no one ever retained their original joyous make-up. The
wager?  A large  amount  of  money!  And  yes,  it  is  a
convenient reveal, because space  is  money, and no one
did ever solve the problem of resources and labour in
another way. Mu took a hefty panorama of the moon's
vantage and relaxed in his pilot's chair. 
“I want you to be honest with me,” he said.
“Go for it,” replied Ferroh.



“Do you think that the human being Zack, the softer one,
as  opposed  to  the  human  being  Mel,  the  materially
advantaged one, can provide us with a mirror whereby
we can examine our own relationship to society more? I
mean, have we become elitists? Or is life fair? And the
system works, and our fruits are our own to enjoy?” said
Mu.
“You know,  Mu,  people  say things  for  a  reason.  And
there is nothing fair about this thing, or that thing. But,
the very egalitarian design of our worlds allows for the
unfair thing to exist in perfect, hovering tessellation with
opportunities for its resolution. Everything is dynamism,
and the thing persists,” Ferroh replied.
“I'm asking you if you believe in God, Ferroh,” stated
Mu.
“I do, but that's because I need to, to survive,” replied
Ferroh.
“And even if it's illogical?” countered Mu.
Spoke Ferroh, “No. They will invent God in the future.
And retroactively, it will make sense to believe in him.
All of inequality is really just the innards of a creative
arrangement of things later on. Our grandchildren will
discover  the  smallest  flecks  on  the  fabrics  of  space
material, and every query will come to a halt. Science
will create God.”
“And what  will  this  God say about  the  imbalances of
nature,  economics,  lifestyle factors otherwise?” replied
Mu.
“He  will  say  that  we  were  only  to  become  more
conscious, more gentle, and more kind, and then we will
have been indebted the cosmos, as a gift from him, in the
grapple of  physics,  chemistry,  and all  the  rest,” spoke
Ferroh.
Mu  replied,  “So  people  die  with  the  ledger  against



them?”
Ferroh  answered,  “Yes.  But  their  memories,  and  their
legacies are causalities that echo into the afterlife. And
as we stand on the shoulders of our ancestors, nothing is
ever lost.”
“Only  until  humanity  clones,  can  they  have
conversations like us,” mused Mu.
“It's a long journey to a longevous destiny withheld only
by man's own greed and preoccupation with mortality
otherwise.  Because greed is  a kind of death to obsess
about, anyway,” replied Ferroh.
Mu  started,  “Yes,  more  is  always  the  end.  Because
everything is collision.”
Ferroh and Mu let the moment in the vacuum outside
their spaceship transpond into the chasms of astral ends,
and  neither  had  the  sorrow  to  let  the  sentiment  be
beyond a few seconds. And in a few minutes later, they
directed  viewing  technology at  the  heads  of  Mel  and
Zack, and began their anthropology. 



Chapter 2 – The Last Life

Mel and Zack were born opposites. Mel, a speedy, devil-
may-care  extravert,  talented  in  theatrics  to  gain  the
attention  of  his  elders,  and  Zack,  a  quiet  and
contemplative child.  They may have never found each
other in kindergarten, but their parents were friends, and
so it became customary for them to see each other quite
a lot. A fond relationship naturally developed. But as the
years  grew  close  in  perceptions  of  time,  the  two
somehow  moved  apart.  Mel  eventually  joined  the
military, and Zack went to university to become a poet.
It was good for Zack, really, since the two lives claimed
an  opposite  that  really  –  arguably  –  treated  his
temperament well. You see, in the future, the society had
invented  the  computer  all  over  again,  and  its  post-
decessor  (a  neologism,  if  you  will)  became  the  brain
computer.  And this,  dearly, gave way to the “quantum
society.” And it was much like you could expect from a
name alone, however, not everyone belonged to it. And
little did Zack know, that from birth, certain souls were
selected from military headquarters in each country to be
targeted to join the  armed forces. But this was just the
beginning  of  it.  In  fact,  joining  the  military  was  the
highest and most prestigious order of the day, reserved
for the best detectives of the Earth. To explain this more,
simply imagine: Each person on the planet, inserted with
a  micro-chip  at  birth,  and  given  an  outpouring  of
software  to accompany their life experiences. While in
eras gone by, the child would learn words in whatever
order  they  pleased,  humanity  had  since  etched  out  a
blueprint  for  genius,  and  consolidated  a  “language
stream”  that  people  could  undergo  to  build  their



vocabularies  from  a  young  age.  And  so,  Mel  would
“unlock” “Mama”, and be rewarded by the grid with a
slight sliver of augmentation. The more gifted the child's
intuition,  the  more  exposed  to  stimuli,  the  more  the
building blocks of learning stacked in the way they were
ought. By the time Mel reached 18, he had “unlocked”
fourteen thousand English words, and each of them in
the preset progression designed by science, military and
agency. Horrifically, the martial anxiety of the day was
so severe upon the advent of the quantum society, that
countries  faced  a  conundrum:  “If  I  don't  program my
own citizens, then someone else might.” And that is how
it began. Each country violated the psychic space of their
own folk one after the other, gradually accumulating into
the  database  every  neocortex  they  could,  so  that  the
gamut  of  it  read  like  a  rolodex  of  psychologies  and
personalities  in  the  protective  possession  of  the
government alone. But who trusts the government? Do
the  cogs work? Mel's chip was “switched on” when he
was 5 – a highly young age to do so, almost the youngest
of all human beings – and then he joined “the grid.” The
grid, of course, being the inter-networking of all minds
of  a  given  country,  poised  towards  other  countries'
databases, in a kind of super-database of heads. And it is
true, that brain science did trend towards the same thing
in each country, and each of them “met in the middle.” It
was just like any other technology – the inventors joined
across continents with similar discoveries and rules, and
the “operating systems” of minds were able to modem
with one another. And so Mel unbeknownst,  became an
international  citizen,  and  a  national  citizen,  of  the
quantum society.  Zack remained completely unawares,
as well. In fact, he was one of the last people to “join the
grid.”  Free  of  augmentation,  free  of  soul-editing  to



weave him towards the learning of certain words in a
certain order, free of impulses and software packages to
unlock  (for  example,  “the  architect  package,”  which
begins at 4 years old, and involves a series of escalating
discretions  that  culminate  at  an  appropriate  and  pre-
selected university).  Zack,  free  of  all  of  this,  did yes,
become a poet. And so the soul spoke. The reality of the
quantum society had been confirmed – the spirit, free to
inhale and exhale without the interference of societal and
technological  pressures  looked  inward,  to  the  greater
truths  of  life.  But  did  Zack stand toe  to  toe  with  the
minds of the morrow, without a blistering new-era chip
to  help  pump  his  mind  full  of  serotonin,  dopamine,
thought-girding electrical signals and more? Did it make
him simpler, and left behind? Nay, the contrary occurred
–  maybe.  Zack  became  a  fascinating,  quixotic  young
man. And when he was 18, had developed a reputation
as  a  lovable,  leftist  artiste,  teeming  with  so  much
creativity that the civilisation was too brutish for. They
regarded  him  as  having  a  heart  of  gold  in  a  savage
world, and that he did. And what did the soul discuss,
without a computerised brace to influence it too much?
The matters of the beating pith, no less. The search for
an  aesthetic  that  underpins  all  others,  a  voyage  unto
beauty and a better  life – a better  ideology to protect
against the day. And so you could have guessed, that Mel
and Zack were diametrically set,  like black and white,
and yet, because of their childhood bond, refused to give
up  on  the  other.  Mel  regarded  Zack  as  a  weakling,
unwilling  to  grow  up  and  desperate  to  disregard  the
system in order to appear “cool,” while Zack saw Mel as
a sell-out, complacent to the ills of social design that he
could accrue personal power against if he had the guts to
lose out materially.  And lose out materially he did, by



the  age  they  were  twenty-three,  when  Mel  used  his
military  income  to  acquire  a  home  loan,  while  Zack
floundered  in  an  elongated  tertiary  journey  across
various disciplines. Academia had its own  djinn, in the
quantum society world, and the classical nepotism and
elitism of universities remained, and was accentuated by
it. Zack felt these things right to his core. But he also felt
that somehow, he had become more Christian. And so
became the more fascinating research into Zack's brain,
deep  in  science  organisations'  chambers  and  military
bunkers. A human being, left off the grid, and without
soul interventions – what becomes of their ethics, in a
personality study?  Yes,  Zack became highly Christian.
And  it  was  posited,  that  the  technological
transformations of our recent  yesterday had given him
this  leverage.  And  Mel,  while  he  was  never  really  a
Satanist, would become one.  True, while it is shocking,
it did seem to be the hidden story of humanity, the buried
bureau of past centuries, that Satanism was a dark hand
in so many affairs. Whatever word you used for it, it had
always  been  the  same  –  the  powerful  persons,  the
warrior-kings,  had  done  as  they  pleased.  And  as  the
years  convexed forces  to  defence  organisations,  the
kernels  of  dynamism  migrated  into  barracks  and
generals' offices, and often, the politicians quarters. And
behind closed doors, they still did as they pleased. And it
showed the truth of human nature, it did. That the person
does  as  they  can.  Or,  does  what  thou  wilt...  With
freedom  to  act  without  repercussion,  the  conscience
hibernates in another place altogether, and is no longer
buffeted by the law, by one's peers, by the authorities. If
you  are  the  authority,  then  you  act  without  moral
compass.  And so  became  the  gods  –  the  self-adorned
dieties  of  different  cultures  who  demanded  sacrifice,



worship and their limitless spoil of life's bounties. Or so
they thought.  And these “gods” were alive  when Mel
was born, and may as well have personally installed his
chip.  Because  he  arrived  at  the  military  with  the
“General software” -  a pathway engineered to allow a
person from birth to seek and accomplish achievements
and lessons that  execute the livelihood of the military
general over time – say, once the person is forty. And, of
course, this was very noble and hard-won. Because other
countries would program promising citizens' lives away
from  birth,  if  they  seemed  especially  bright  –  so
therefore,  all  that  was  underway  was  proactivity!  The
nurturing of talent before the velociraptor could get to
the egg. Who programs first, wins, was the motto of the
times. And program they did. And give Mel a specific
general pathway, they did – the highest in the country.
And so in this way, he had been “timelined.” It fulfilled
itself a prophecy (man-made) of kinds, when he broke
the  records  for  physical  fitness  tests  and  academic
evaluations. Truly, this was a quality human being. And
what of Zack? Zack remained far and apart from such
rambunctious  achievement,  and  kept  his  hunch  that
something  was  rotten  in  the  world  he  inhabited.  That
Mel slaved his guts away at the academy and gave up
something  tangible,  not  just  something  metaphysical.
And he was right. Mel was not just timelined to become
the chief of the defence force, but also, the nominated
“satan” of the country. But this really requires its own
backstory. The better thing to think of now, were that the
confluences of privileges from powerful circles, passed
on year after year would come into collision with Mel,
naturally, if he were to rise to the top of any social strata
at all. And so one day, Mel sat in his house, on the edge
of  a  special  instinct.  He  suddenly  had  the  thought



(provided  by  technology,  at  a  delicate  and  highly
anticipated  moment  for  programmers)  to  log  onto  the
internet (the new internet, the one that contained almost
all information that could have ever existed) and view
pictures of army recruits. But before he did this, he had
to  put  away his  stencil  and  ruler,  which  he  had  been
using alternately to write. Even Mel's handwriting was a
military pre-op, designed to build strength in the hands
under pressure of foreign programming, in sharp, rigid
lines  that  used  tools  for  clarity.  People  had  even
researched these handwriting methods under combatant
programming  fire,  and  discovered  that  the  meta-
sequences were in fact stronger for comprehension and
authenticity  of  thought  maintained  more  when  the
person was able to limit micro-movements pinged by a
given  enemy.  The  benefits  were  endless,  actually,  to
strapping  on  one's  hard-hat  earlier,  because  in  the
quantum society era,  war was everywhere.  It  was just
like the inception of the spy agencies after the second
world  war.  If  you'd  ever  had  the  conversation,  you'd
know that people sat down with each other and gave in
to a horrible thought experiment. “This is the third world
war, not another obvious one, but the one that begins just
after this now one has ended. The war that will  never
end,  because  of  how  bombastic  its  preamble  was.
Countries will  now bicker forever, now that they have
discovered force in such magnitudes, and contrary to the
hopes of science, peaces become even more without our
grasp with the adventures that those technologies (that
we  are  so  grateful  for)  bestow.”  And  indeed,  each
country developed “forward-attack.” Forward-attack, of
course,  being  the  doctrine  of  unprovoked  military
assault, whereby a given country would reach over into
the border of another and occupy it without provocation,



without resource requirement, without megalomania of
empires, without need. They did it cold. This was the era
of  spying.  And  it  never  stopped,  because  everything
conserved  to  the  spy.  Knowledge  is  power,  and  the
agency  kept  it  against  the  masses  by  limiting  what
people,  and  enemies,  did  and  did  not  know.  And
conversely,  by discovering everything about  those two
demographics. Infiltration by all means necessary, in all
manners possible, became the name of the game. And so
in one original machination, you would have a sleeper
agent in a given continent, ready to poison an unhelpful
world leader, now, you had a mouse cursor on his neural
network,  with your  dominant  software  to  navigate  his
chip. And yes, these softwares did conflate into a kind of
co-operative  grid.  But  it  was  a  mess,  and  really  it
became the “Conversation Between Kings” meme that
stuck in the minds of those affected by this phenomenon;
powerful  people  with  evil  abilities,  accentuated  by
sublime and modern weaponry, met for tea in tents, and
discussed  the  things  they  could  share  if  they worked
together. And so, the grid was built. It built up and up
until the thing became a farce, because countries were
still at war with one another. But an overlay existed on
society, more and more, until  fewer souls remained free
of  editing  than  not,  and  while  celebrities  and affluent
folk and powerful people otherwise were the first to “go
online,”  the  middle  class  soon  followed  and  then
everybody joined it.  It  was a special  kind of thing,  to
receive your own “mind computer.” You would follow a
series of clues – like Mel was doing right now – and then
receive your own computer at a given official location,
by  a  trusted  member  of  society,  who would  warmly
smile and say,  “welcome to the quantum society,” and
hand  over  a  special  laptop.  Millions  of  these  were



manufactured per country, and Mel would receive his (as
with  tradition)  either  once  he  arrived  at  the  training
academy, like all soldiers did,  or earlier. Some children
were born with computers that their parents had given
them, but others (like Mel's parents) were instructed by
government  authorities  to  let  the  person  “have  a
childhood of their  own” and discover the computer in
due time. And so Mel began to feel more and more that
the dots somehow connected to a military power story
that had dawned unusually on Earth, and as he browsed
the  internet  for  images,  he  saw  a  receptionist  in  the
search index. Her voice immediately came into his head.
“Hey Mel.  Welcome  to  the  computer  community.  I've
shame-scripted myself with this image because I broke
the rules. I'll accumulate forgiveness ions over time, and
repair my karma to the society eventually. This formula
is complicated, though, because the more public you are,
the more people you offend with the simplest infraction.
I am literally shame-scripted for not doing as well as I
could  in  exams,  while  on  a  scholarship,  since  that  is
offensive to some. In other words, I'm simply famous!
It's better to think of me as a popular person who needs
more “forgiveness ions” for that reason alone. And part
of my responsibility as a quantum public figure is to play
an important  part  in  the  computer  community.  So,  do
you want to join the military, or not?”
Mel was entranced forever from then on in. What a new
age he belonged to, where people could communicate to
him in thought! It explained so much about the world he
lived in, and when he sat at dinner that night with his
parents, they looked at him longingly and he somehow
knew  that  they  had  the  computers  too.  While  it  was
against the rules to show the computers to others (part of
a  minimisation strategy to  prevent  hacking by foreign



agencies – almost like everyone helps engineer a reality
whereby the computers might as well not exist), he could
sense that  whether  they kept  theirs  at  their  workplace
(often when you joined a union, you'd receive one) or
hidden under  the  bed,  that  they were members  of  the
quantum society. Mel smiled, and knew all along that the
age was more exciting than it had presented previously.
And  Zack,  floating  about  in  a  haze  of  indecision,
remained  blissfully  unaware.  He  would  never  see  a
computer  in  his  lifetime,  and  little  did  Mel  know (to
Ferroh  and  Mu's  delight,  for  their  incredulous
experiment's  sake)  that  he  would  one  day  program
directly to his old friend. But under the auspices of evil,
because Zack was not incorrect – something was rotten
in  the  world,  and  Mel  would  have  to  submit  to  the
strangest war-time paradoxes and dilemmas. 



Chapter 3 – I Dream A Dream 

General  Evan  Orzad  could  be  accused  of  being  an
idealist. As he sat in his office, he comprised a gaze of
perpetual  hubris  outwards.  Almost  fixed  on  a  horizon
beyond the walls of his room, he squinted thoughtfully
to  his  mastery  of  timelines.  Indeed,  a  twenty  year
timeline had arrived for his army, neatly into his lap and
with all of the hallmarks of supreme martial stewardship.
Two men, pitted from birth to fight to the death, without
knowing so, to resolve an international dispute: Did the
Western military model reign supreme?  His contention
was that it did, and that Eurasian and Eastern schools of
thought, while more Christian, were the soft falsities of
past centuries – waiting to be demolished by the stoics of
tomorrow.  And  Evan  Orzad  figured  himself  such.
Orzad's  Coliseum,  therefore,  promised  to  resolve  bets
between senior military men – but at best, it  murmured
an ideological marriage between east and west, between
brutality and nobility. You see, all conflicts were at root
ones of thinking, and Evan Orzad felt he was a genius to
lay  this  bare  for  all  of  the  international  military
community, with his most daring black ops experiment
yet: To allow one young man of genetic merit to join the
computer community, to replace him as a general on a
long  timeline,  and  to  invest  in  him to  make  him the
ultimate  transhumanist  warrior.  His  opponent?  The
gentle and spartan Zack (who had Eurasian ancestry, no
doubt). Did the racists from the north-east have in their
arsenal the reverse co-opt of murky measures, that Evan
suspected?  Did  they  program  a  subtle  meta-sequence
into  Zack  to  make  him  more  Christian  or  more
principled? Or, is it as Evan had hoped – that it was a



bigot's fantasy both ways, that the Australian-born Mel
had  his  English  heritage  to  depend  upon  (aside
augmentation  and  all  that  the  technological  era  could
provide  to  his  phenotype,  in  strength  augmentation,
mental  assistance and more) whereas Zack was reliant
exclusively  on  his  own  gene  set?  For  the  pundits  in
Russia  and China,  Zack's  Kazakh genotype  story was
one that ended in a denouement of supremacy, too. For
they felt that Zack could not lose, because he was from
the east,  where their  breed was by all  premonitions, a
superior make. And so Orzad's Coliseum was met with
dismissal  and  yet  complicity  from  Australia  (and
America, and England)'s military counterparts, who took
the project into their own heart eventually.  Dear Zack,
they felt, was a victim of Australian scheming in the first
instance.  But by default,  they felt  his  gene set  should
prevail. And so they became emotionally invested in the
outcome of who would win,  like unforgiving mothers,
tossing  Greeks  into  nature's  cauldron  to  see  who  is
strong  enough  to  live,  babes  screaming  for  help  and
having only their constitution to navigate a bingo of the
body.  And  with  Zack's  number  called  by  God  to
represent  Russia  and  China  and  others,  alive  he  did
proceed to the fight of his life. It were as if he were a
kind of martyr, prophesied to restore hope to the united
nations of the Earth. Yes, he was the underdog. Because
the computer augmentation era bestowed powerful gifts
to  persons  young  and  old,  and  it  became  truly  a
comparison of children and men.  But little  Zack,  dear
Zack, had in his advantage the untold story of Gaia. In
fact, the militaries had become decrepit. Yea, a Christian
soul.  A moral  heart,  the  true,  shining  token  of  Terra
Mater.  Could  Eurasia  do  it?  Could  they convince  the
West  to abandon Quantum Wall? Yes, the complicated



technology of micro-quanta whereby torture and sadism
and  adultery  and  violence  ruled  in  order  to  keep  the
border strong? Really, for the proponents of the maxim
that technologies moralise the generations they occur in,
it was a matter of time. But for Earth, it was a matter of
mortal  combat.  And  so  Evan  drew his  hand  across  a
globe,  set  square  on the desk in his office.  What  was
peace?  The  geopolitical  ramifications  of  peace  were
dastardly,  he  thought.  An  impossible  embargo!  None
who wished it to be true had the nails to become tough
as, nor the grit  and grist  to endure the harsh truths of
reality.  War,  was  forever.  Man  invented  the  gun,  and
placed it inside a parapet - and the Chinese could keep
the  fireworks  for  their  New  Year  celebrations.  Each
passing year, the real spectre of change was force. The
daemon  and  harbinger  of  transformations  lay  in  the
concentration  of  power,  and  an  unlimited  mindset  for
these transpositions. But moreover, it was the fear – the
sensitivity to martial endeavours from the populace – the
horror of the weaponised world that allowed it to have
even  a  speck  of  civility.  For  the  population  that
innervated upon the shot, was the same population that
crossed the road at the lights, and slowed down for the
pedestrian alike. The gun, it was certain, was a kind of
god. An ever-isomorphic narrative that fixed an exciting
chapter,  one  after  the  other,  to  the  story  of  society.
Which mould made the baton now? And yes, it became
the  computer.  Because  if  you  could  traverse  into  the
human  mind,  the  trigger  was  now  an  algorithm
competition.  At  the  beginning,  people  underwent  their
usual doomsday charade, and hoped helplessly that the
apocalypse would be kind to them. But in reality, for the
wisdom  of  generals  and  the  soldiery,  the  newest
technologies  always  arrived  in  glamorous  spectacle,  a



trumpet  at  the  dawn.  Like  a  religious  icon,  the
innovation would become the buzzword of the masses,
ensnaring its sanctity within the culture of thousands of
years  of  military paternalism.  For  who denounced the
gun, forsooth? A martial sin, yes. And yes, the computer
era appended to civilisation that very impossible tragedy.
Death,  the  leveler  of  all  men,  hidden  inside  the
walkways of progress, bargaining to become closer,  in
exchange for yet another lease of modernity. He watched
Mel, that day,  he did – the day that Mel followed the
street signs. His eyes, raking across numbers and names,
and  telephone  poles  and  their  serial  codes.  Evan  felt
himself an architect,  even an angel.  And roles such as
these the military did play.  We are angels,  they would
whisper, gently again with the technology, into the heads
of young men and women – who were preferred outside
of the defence force, who were to become artists, priests,
societal inspirations otherwise. For not everyone joined
the computer community in its early days, and romantic
ideas of the pantheon of gods and goddesses crept into
the military, the ideal of standing over the shoulders of
human  beings  and  slowly  ingratiating  an  immortal
relationship into the subject's then insanity, to bring to
life masterful artworks and constructions, century after
each  secretive  century.  The  imitators  of  such  gods,
Aphrodite, Apollo, were called The Misunderstandables.
They were misunderstood, damned to the border, unable
to ever meet the mortal souls they watched over, and at
best,  left  twigs  in  the  shapes  of  crucifixes  on  the
pavements  of  persons  they  programmed.  And  as
mellifluous strings culminated in the phonic loop of the
passerby, their eyes would be clicked to the pavement,
just to make sure. And two grown men or women in the
military – much uglier than they made themselves out to



be in the avatars they used to represent  themselves as
angels – would weep as adults.  Not for the biological
immortality technology that  the  military had begun to
develop,  that  allowed  them to  disappear  from society
and live  into their  200s...  but  for  the  class  they were
cursed  to  occupy,  that  civilians  could  never
empathetically construct. It was forbidden. You were not
allowed to meet them. Some people got told it was the
military  all  along.  Others?  They  could  barely  handle
such  a  reality,  and  were  given  something  that  their
psyche  could  apprehend  with  dignity.  The  imaginary
friend,  angels,  the  aliens.  Whatever  was  required.  But
each  impostor  belied  the  same  lacrimonious
servicepersons.  Teary-eyed  officers  and  privates,
deferring away to their hateful and terror-stricken world
lived through these people – a kind of Eden – a return to
innocence – only to watch them grow old and die, or to
live  lives  of  conspiracy  and  desperation,  never
discovering the vista of science that was hijacked under
their noses. And so Mel began to think, more and more,
what if we had been invaded, by another country? With
computers?  Good,  good,  mused  General  Evan  Orzad.
Mel  roamed the streets  and the patterns  of  his  suburb
began  to  unlock;  each  street  sign's  name,  the
nomenclature  of  every  park  and  landmark  was  a
blueprint  to prevent against invasion. He could  feel  it,
and  while  the  average  person  would  see  “Menzies
Avenue,” he had begun to decode the truth that the little
flag on the corner  house had been  programmed  to  be
placed there, on the street of a former Australian leader.
A  cultural  stronghold,  tantalising  to  belligerents  to
besmirch,  defended with the plastic  flagstaff  of  native
outcry.  He found another street sign, the surname of a
famous  trumpet  player  who  had  joined  the  military.



Clearly an overseas target, defended by martial design!
Fame, being a kind of protection, it unfolded itself that
the secret  of  militaries for millennia had been  shame-
scripts.  Yes,  the  idea  that  the  most  visible  person  is
public purposefully. The more the citizenry engage the
person in their  own sentience, driving past and seeing
their image on a billboard, the more the image of that
celebrity  configured  forgiveness.  Brain  science  had
confirmed it.  Familiarity makes the heart grow fonder,
and as long as you were in people's minds enough, the
sequences would lock, and fondness would develop. And
so when an enemy touched down in your homeland, they
would see all  the shame-scripted individuals,  plastered
everywhere. Military targets? For sure. And that is why
they were all always members of the armed forces. The
actors, the singers, the sportspeople, all  of them. They
lined  the  minds  of  spectators  with  army  imagery,
therefore,  and  furthermore,  were  difficult  to  kidnap.
Imagine,  a  naive  model  on  the  side  of  the  bus  stop,
advertising a toothpaste. “We'll conquer you,  and  your
bus stop lady,” a foreign military occupant might quip.
And so naturally, a kind of Darwinism had occurred in
the  society,  whereby  such  people  had  to  become
soldiers. And occasionally, the bigger the shame-script –
that is, the more visible the person – the more rank the
person had within the military. Because humans err by
default  in their sequences, and all  of fame shames the
person with such notability that their forgiveness needs
are  greater.  But  rank did  not  always  equal  fame.  The
legends of the public eye were blunderers! A secret of
the  military,  to  be  sure!  And  this  and  other  vestiges
buried themselves deep within the caverns of the armed
forces,  to  be  discovered  by  people  like  Mel.  And
uncover did he the shame-scripted military receptionist



on  the  internet  imagery search  database,  and  all  of  a
sudden,  her  voice  in  his  head,  and  Evan  Orzad
celebrated.  Mel's  sequences  were  stoic,  attentive,  and
socially intelligent – just how they had been augmented
to  function.  Instruction  after  instruction  occurred  into
Mel's brain, that he must join the military to take part in
the true world of today, and it led him to the bank of all
places. Supposedly, one ought to follow the money when
sleuthing – so it were a given that he should end up at a
house of finance. 
“Hello, my name is Mel,” he stated. 
The woman behind the counter froze for a second, and
then nodded, smiling. 
“How can I help you today?” she replied.
“I'd like to apply for a loan,” he insisted.
“Please, follow me.”
And she led him into a room with blinds, and closed the
door.  Typing  a  code  into  a  cabinet,  she  removed  a
device, and placed it onto the table in front of Mel.
“Welcome to the computer community,” she said.
Mel was gobsmacked. All of his wildest suspicions were
now confirmed – he was living in the future! The future
of  all  futures,  a  joyous  convocation  of  technological
supremacy  with  infinite  ramifications.  Surely,  the
military tale he had been told – that he was to become an
army cadet – was true, too. 
He unfolded the laptop, and its operating system wasted
no time in greeting him. 
“Welcome.  Please  enter  your  name  and  date  of  birth
later. For now, scan your phone to the screen.”
The  woman  winked.  He  was  sure  the  technological
access  point  was  a  courtesy,  and  that  they  knew  his
identity already on the other end.
“You are correct, Mel,” General Orzad stated.



“So you can read my thoughts as well?” he exclaimed.
“Yes. I'm looking at your brain right now, on a computer.
I've programmed you to respect me, so you don't have to
worry about speaking out of line. I wanted to say hello.
Normally, you get a buddy to say hello when you join
the computer community,  and I wanted to contact you
directly at that time, so I elected to play this role.”
“Has  my  neighbourhood  always  been  designed  for
invasion?”
“Yes,  Mel.  That  family  with  the  flag  aren't  in  the
computer  community,  but  they  know deep  down  that
their  purchase  is  somehow  standing  up  for  Australia
more than they can explain. Everybody does their little
bit. We're at war forever.”
“Who with, sir?”
“Everyone, forever.”
Mel took a deep breath, and looked with fierce respect
into  the  computer  screen.  The  bank  teller  had  gone.
“And what is to become of me?” he spoke.
“You will become the chief of the defence force, is your
timeline. And you will replace me,” Evan replied.
“And how will it happen, sir?” he answered.
“Why, I thought you'd never ask. You have to kill Zack.”



Chapter 4 – Saint Hecate

When Zack was first visited by Hecate, he felt it more of
a cliché than anything that she should appear somehow
in synchrony with the fact he lived in Hecate street. A
Greek gods  and goddesses-themed neighbourhood,  his
instinct as a Christian was that it was apostate to even
dabble with affairs supernatural, or more specifically, the
magick arts. But like the pitter patter of drizzle onto his
collarbone, Hecate simply kept rapping on his mind, as
if  she  wouldn't  take  no  for  an  answer.  And  so,  he
withdrew  the  “goddess  guide”  box  from  his  sister's
bookshelf, decoupling it from vampire fiction and occult
spellbooks.  Inside,  he  found  a  booklet,  detailing  the
story of  each  of  the  goddesses,  and  the  name  Hecate
stood out to him evermore.  Considered the goddess of
scorpions  and  sensual  pleasures,  Hecate  signifies
portents of astrological significance for the zodiac signs
Scorpio, and Taurus. He was sure that people just made
these things up! Nevertheless, he was intrigued. The box
smelt  musky,  like  the  stench  of  thousands  of  years,
interlaced with compressed wicked energy, like that of a
demon. “Hecate is a demon,” someone muttered, into his
head.  He  disregarded  the  low  voice  in  his  mind  as
wayward  thoughts,  and  moved  onwards,  back  to  the
booklet. Nothing really jumped out at him – it seemed
like  the  same  trivial  cold  reading  techniques  of
horoscopes, but projected onto goddesses – until all of a
sudden, a voice boomed in his ear. 
“Your  instincts  are  correct,  the  world  is  hardly
Christian.”
Zack was startled, and almost leapt out of his seat. 
“What  do  you  mean?”  he  replied,  but  cerebrating  the



words only.
“You reject the world for a reason, Zack.”
And there began a telepathic dialogue, as if torn from
futuristic cinema and stitched into the layperson life of
young Zack.  He felt  that  he was being lied to on one
hand, but on the other hand, was too fascinated to turn
away  from  his  ethereal  interlocutor.  This  woman,
whoever  she  was,  held  the  promises  of  thought-based
communication reliably in  her  identity.  Did he simply
need only to reach out to her, to have the experience of
articulation by thought  alone?  Yes,  there  unfolded the
meeting of Hecate and Zack, who were two of a different
kind,  rended  from  one  another's  realities.  Hecate,
residing in  a secluded civilisation,  hidden deep within
the  Earth,  free  from  man's  meddling  for  millions  of
years,  and  Zack,  an  ordinary  denizen  in  some
assessments,  passing  through  a  mortal  century  in  the
earlier  end  of  the  third millennium A.D.,  riddled  in  a
melting pot of sunlight and intelligence. Because, while
Zack was  not  an augmented citizen,  he  did  possess  a
miraculous mind, a cleverness that belonged only to the
conscientious, the metaphysically conscious, if you will.
And this, like a beacon to the brave banshee Hecate, lit a
strobe  to  his  heroic  candidacy for  a  quest  unlike  any
other. 
“What if I told you, Zack, that one person can change
the world?” Hecate placated.
“Yes, I believe you,” spoke Zack, in a mode as upright as
he could muster.
“You know, I could elaborate on the world you live in as
being evil. But you know that it is. Who really dares to
slay a giant, as a little David? Are you the son of men,
Zack,  the  boy  amongst  brutes,  that  the  Earth  is
depending on?”



“Yes, maybe,” he replied.
“Great,  then I  must  take you on a  grand tour.  Of  the
world you do not know. Of the houses and hills that are
flecked with falsehoods, for underneath the floorboards,
can be found the computers of the world you've never
belonged to. The mind computer era, Zack, is upon us.
And you cannot join it. You cannot imbibe the broth of
the  foul,  because  it  is  an  evil  technology,  that  your
species is not ready for. You must quash sin, before you
can see into the mind of the human being, or make their
soul  transparent.  Yes,  on  a  long timeline,  this  science
Christianises  people,  but  you  are  not  living  in
Christendom yet. You are in Sodom, and must place up a
canvas of  truth to  conceal  yourself  inside of,”  Hecate
orated. 
“What  practically  does  that  entail?”  Zack  questioned
fairly.
“Yes, you must deny the computer. You must go it alone,
and press sharply into the night, where none can subsist
even if they arm with the microchip,” Hecate implored.
“No, please – what practically must I do?” Zack insisted.
“You must become a poet. And compose the truths of the
times. Do this, with me, and let me muse you,” Hecate
continued.
“You want to write poetry with me?” Zack queried.
“Yes, and we will uplift the world together. But first, you
must release your karma,” Hecate replied.
“That's a dirty word to Christians,” he stated.
“You know, Zack, I need to show you how your mind
works. Picture a reel of images. A stream of overlays,
each of them a filter to what you see outwards. Every
image you accumulate in your  daily life comprises an
addition to the reel that is stored in your head. Your mind
is  an  amazing  machine,  and  it  keeps  everything.  But



certain  image  series  gain  momentum  and  precedence
over the others, and we become peculiar and individual,
based  on  our  sequences.  Do  you  understand?”  She
posed.
“No, not completely – go on, please,” Zack pleaded.
“Well, every time something reminds you of something
else, it's because of an image. Your mind's eye gives you
a glimpse into how images run the brain – even auditory
impulses are governed by images. Smells, touch, taste,
everything. Your brain is  already a computer,  and you
just  need  to  learn  how to  use  it.  The  trick  is,  people
become  neurotic  when  they  encounter  a  topic  or  an
object or a person, and have a dominant sequence that
only allows them to perceive what they are projecting.
This is a karmic imprint. You came into collision with
something  in  your  life  in  order  to  store  the  image  so
much in your hardware, that it becomes a karmic barrier
to  your  progression  towards  bliss.  Because  the  real
world,  free  of  preconceptions,  is  bliss.  If  you  can
perceive the exact truth of everything, with the accurate,
representative imagery in your  mind,  then you have a
unity with science, spirit, society and more. You are at
one with the universe. Sounds like nirvana, right? So the
collision represents you “Getting in someone's way,” and
the convenience of the brain computer is that people can
look at what images you are experiencing as significant
karmic imprints, and help you to release them,” opined
Hecate.
“How do I release them?” asked Zack.
“Well,  you  have  to  lose  the  images  by  realising  that
everything  is  interconnected,  and  tending  to  yourself.
There  are  1000  ways  of  explaining  this,  but  your
instincts  are  probably  already  prepared  for  such  an
embarking.  Have  a  bath,  dress  warmly when  you  are



cold, drink water,  and sit  peacefully.  Let  the qi  of the
universe engulf you, and allow the stress of the world to
subside  as  the  simplicity  of  success  finds  a  conduit
through your soul. I have given you the word already. It's
soul. The mechanics of mystics' teaching and common
wisdom already exist everywhere around you. You don't
have to  interfere  with your  Christian beliefs.  You just
have to tend to your soul,” she hummed.
“And so, it's a good idea to do those things now?” Zack
almost joked.
“Yes.  You  must  take  care  of  yourself.  Of  your  soul.”
Hecate spoke, with finality.
“Alright,  and  then  we  write  poetry.  And  then  what?”
Zack pressured.
“It's not what you want to know now, but you'll become
a  target,  as  you  suspect.  You're  not  allowed  to  make
contact with alien civilisations, or gods and goddesses,
as a regular civilian. You won't have the Men In Black
turning up at your house with a pen-laser that wipes your
memory,  or  the  C.I.A.  smashing  your  furniture  and
telling you that there's “nothing to see here,” but,  you
will  have a programming competition.  And just  like a
child  in  a  library  screaming  and  carrying  on,  the
transmission of information is ruined by the most vulgar
participant in its thoroughfare. The screaming children,
by  the  way,  are  the  military.  And  they  won't  permit
anything less than a full  classification of your  contact
experiences.  In  fact,  I  really am running on borrowed
time, here,” Hecate voiced.
“Don't  you  have  technology  to  combat  the  signals
interruptions?” Zack posited.
“There really is an explanation for everything, Zack. In
this case, you are beholden to the screaming child. Could
we deflect their programming beams? Maybe. But what's



the karmic price of doing that? Every image sequence
that we expend outwards interrupts the destiny of crust-
dwelling human beings, and tips us one increment closer
to falling into conflict. This is something we do not want
as a civilisation,” Hecate explained.
“So what will happen to me?” Zack wondered aloud – or
as aloud as he could be, vocally within his own brain.
“Well,”  Hecate  replied,  somehow  magnifying  her
presence in his brain, “You will have to stand up to the
people who arrive to confound my programming,” she
revealed.
“So  goddesses  really  use  computers,  huh?”  Zack
retorted.
“Well,  let's  just  say  that  it's  sensitive  to  frame  the
technological battle that I am enlisting you in in terms of
a karmically accessible metaphor, that is to say, that at
least  the  Australian  military  will  have  computers,”
Hecate countered.
So just as quickly as Hecate had predicted, a radio beam
arrived in Zack's head. 
“We're  the  Australian military.  We forbid you to have
access to this technology, and to interact with the groups
that you are speaking to. Please allow us to rescue you,
ultimately, from a belligerent nation,” the voice spoke.
“Which nation is that?” Zack politely replied.
The voice intoned tersely, “The Russian Federation.” 



Chapter 5 – Reverse Co-opt

The dignity of programmed persons lay in an unusual
methodology  titled  “reverse  co-opt.”  In  reality,  the
bombardment of coder streams and strings and strands
were almost always local, but the restorative notion that
the characters invented by a native agency were actually
aliens  from  far  away  –  insidiously  infiltrating  the
homespun hashtags of urban computer users – gave an
all too necessary sense of hope to the channel. Right it
was,  because  whether  the  subject  were  a  hoodwinked
fellow being mollycoddled by angels,  or a prisoner of
secret government torture rings, the need was to perceive
the positive faces in the narrative as real. And what if
they  were?  This  was  the  defense  of  the  Russian
Federation, that they had established an extra-terrestrial
relationship  with  a  spacefaring  civilisation,  and  were
merely conduits for it. That there were global laws that
allowed them to program to Zack, to introduce him to
the cast of intergalactic denizens that might as well have
selected him as a programmer target, and informed the
Russian Federation where to point their data beam. This
is  of  course  the  assumption,  where  in  reality,  Russia
might have simply picked Zack because of his Kazakh
heritage. And so, co-opted as the radio signal into Zack's
head was by Muscovite monsters and Novgorod nasties,
it  really  bewitched  the  entertainments  of  Australian
generals that, as per usual, a signal could indeed be the
locale  for  a  cache  of  extra-planetary  goodies.  Each
government  on  Earth  always  took  contact  matters
seriously. And, while it was not a master play by Russia,
this was no different – the content was equally alluring
and the classification teams were involved pronto. But



the  overall  reaction  was  the  same.  To  shut  down  the
programming,  and  supplant  it  with  their  own.  Yes,  it
were  as  if  the  computer  programming  beam were  an
offensive strike weapon, or a jet. The Australians would
make a display of firepower either way, and in doing so,
assert  their  bravado  to  onlooking  Ruskis,  and  ideally
intimidate  them  into  programming  further.  They  had
only to intercept the beam before it reached Zack, and
then it became a matter of classifying new and inventive
programming  techniques,  and  various  aggressions
otherwise that  could be analysed.  And yes,  this  was a
workaround. Because in the programming era, it became
very difficult  to snuff out an enemy beam. People just
continued programming over the top of each other. And
so  ensued  the  programmer  battle  between  nations,
predicted by Evan Orzad, since it was to take place into
the head of Zack and be advanced specifically by his old
childhood friend Mel.  An origami  over decades,  to be
sure. How masterful! But for now, all attention lay upon
the identities invented by Russia, the speculation of how
real  they  may  be,  their  investigation,  and  the  right
response to provide. The general in charge of overseeing
the fracas between Russia and Australia in this instance
instructed his team to let Russia make the next move. 
“We are  not  the  Russian  Federation.  We  might  make
programmer  contact  by way of  Eurasia,  but  we  are  a
programming force that has ID'd itself honestly hereto.
We reject  the  negative satanic culture of the Southern
Hemisphere and reject evil. We will continue to program
to  Zack,  and  ignore  the  interferences  of  hateful
keystrokes,  designed  to  undermine  positive
conversations that are behooved of us and the right of
the channeling person,” they proclaimed.
“You can bet it's Russia,” coughed a senior officer in the



radio room that was in touch with Zack.
“Where are you – Australian soldier?” Zack inquired.
“Pine Gap,” the Australian military man replied.  “You
know, the secret compound in the middle of the desert in
the centre of our nation?”
“I always wondered why it was called that. Is it because
it's  a  clearing  of  pine  trees  that  it's  built  in?”  Zack
conjectured.
“That's classified,” the man from before commented.
Suddenly, Zack could hear a few loud pops and crackles
in his head. 
“We're a few million years ahead of your species. We've
done this to Australia before. They still think it's Russia.
Yes, we program through Russia out of respect for local
programming tenures. But we are our own coding force.
The people you are speaking to aren't normal. They are
wicked. They delve deep into the satanic arts, and have
for millennia. It's the same crowd, that runs the planet
now,  that  did  then.  Pharaohs,  kings,  generals.  They
behave amok and we have let them. That's part of the
freedom  you  are  granted  as  a  species.  But  we  are
allowed  to  have  a  small  influence  to  those  who  are
mentally  ready.  Being  off  the  grid  has  given  you  a
sensitive  intuition  to  the  universe.  You  are  ready  for
something different,” Hecate spoke.
Zack replied, “So, it's real. You're real. Prove it.”
And  with  that,  Hecate  glimmered  like  a  silhouette  of
plasma in front of him. Ladylike and silvery, she either
possessed impossible technology, or he was going crazy.
She  walked  off,  and  he  immediately  suspected  the
technology had limits and that she was anxious, like a
moonwalker bouncing conservatively around his house. 
“I can't cross over. It's against the rules, this is the best I
can do for you.”



“You  look  beautiful,”  Zack  lied,  incapable  of  really
making  out  her  figure  or  face,  even  if  it  was  subtly
defined by the shimmering plasma apparition.
“That's irrelevant. What's relevant is that right now, the
Australian Defence Force have a special black ops team
en route to your house, because they think that Russia
has physically teleported into their borders. Australia has
some powerful technology, but they can't compete. We
are not Russia, I assure you.”
And then, Hecate broke her own rule. She shivered into
a physical  form,  and stared Zack down intensely.  She
was  wearing  a  grey-black  jumpsuit,  and  looked
Caucasian. 
“Are you Russian?” Zack stammered.
“No.”
This time, she spoke audibly, for the local environment
to  resonate  clearly,  and  Zack's  jaw  almost  punched  a
hole through the carpet. 
“You've gotta be kidding me,” he finally capitulated.
“I'm real. It's all real. And Ausmil' are about 2 minutes
away,” she remarked.
“Ausmil?” Zack quizzed.
“The Australian Military. Quick, follow me.”
Without  thinking,  Zack  placed  all  of  his  trust  in  the
technologically-buffeted  goddess,  as  she  had  claimed,
and left the confines of his living room to his backyard,
where a small door led under the house.
With a few more moments to take in what had happened,
Zack breathed and saw that  the woman was breathing
too. 
“You're human,” he said, dazzled.
“Almost,” she corrected.
“And what, again, is the point of this?” Zack questioned.
“You'll see,” she said, and then disappeared, as if with



the press of a button.
Two men in black skivvies arrived seconds later, and had
guns (or what appeared to be pistol-shaped weapons, at
least)  in  holsters  on  their  belts.  They were  otherwise
dressed in nondescript black from head to toe. 
“We  don't  know if  it's  Russia,”  one  of  them quickly
spoke.
“She didn't seem Russian,” confessed Zack out of a kind
of  accidental  patriotism,  but  also  nervousness.  The
special forces of his country were genuinely fearsome. 
“We've  upgraded  your  classification.  You'll  have  to
participate,  and  get  to  know us.  We'll  station  in  your
house and live there in cloak. We have a room in mind.
Don't lie to yourself, you know you don't have a choice
in this,” the same solder commented.
“I've made contact with aliens?” Zack stuttered.
“Yes, we think so. The perimeter extends for a kilometre,
outside of that you're free to do what you want – while
we follow you – but inside it, we'll ask you to co-operate
with instructions,” commanded the soldier.
The other soldier piped up, “In the off chance that it's
Russia,  we're  in incredible trouble.  This technology is
unheard  of.  According  to  our  calculations,  they've
mastered teleport. We don't have that – yet. Teleport is a
game-changer.  Can  you  imagine  what  warfare  would
look like if  you could go anywhere in the world,  and
leave, without a footprint?”
Zack knew what was being implied. But, for some odd
reason,  he  felt  lied  to.  The  looks  the  soldiers  were
sharing  were  as  if  they had  done  their  job  well,  and
managed to  bluff  about  powers  that  Australia  did  not
have,  when  in  reality,  in  his  mind,  many  secrets
remained  buried  in  the  folklore  of  the  Australian
military. And so, they ambled upstairs, and in his dining



room,  sat  two  black  ops  soldiers,  or  special  armed
services  personnel  –  he  wasn't  sure  what  part  of  the
military they were from, actually. 
“Can I get you guys a drink?” Zack offered, in confusion
about what to do next.
“No, it's fine,” they both answered.
Both of them just sat there, almost completely still. They
also both had transparent goggles, that appeared to read
information  to  them.  Zack  shot  a  glance  quickly and
managed  to  deduce  that  one  of  them  was  reading
something  from  within  those  goggles,  or  at  least  he
thought so. All of a sudden, he could hear Hecate's voice
from within his head. Neither solider budged.
“They can't hear this one. This is a different frequency. I
have to tell  you something. This group have teleports.
They've had them for years. They teleport people to the
centre of Australia, beat them, cut them, and then wipe
them, and teleport them home. It's a beat-wipe operation.
It's designed to instill martial terror into the population.
Right  out  of  the  C.I.A.  handbook.  But  there  you  go.
That's one of the things our group wanted to liberate you
from,” Hecate gossiped.
“Is there anything else I should know?” Zack cerebrated.
“Yes,”  she  replied.  “You  need  to  understand  that  it
doesn't limit itself to beating. People go missing all the
time. It's a kill ring. They warp people's souls into the
victim's body, and stack them. And then they execute the
person, so that unconsciously, all of the souls accumulate
the horror of death in their deep-learned memory. If you
stand up  to  this  gang,  they get  you.  They know who
figures them out, unless we create a firewall for them.
It's getting out of control. It's a system developed by the
American thinktanks in the cold war to try and bolster
the border with a kind of a quantum wall of fear. That's



that feeling you get,  when you look at a western flag.
Like something isn't  'quite right'.  Keep digging, and it
goes  back  to  the  military.  The  military  has,  and  will
always  have absolute  power  in  each sovereign nation.
The question is, what are they doing with it? The U.K.,
Australia, and America have been doing the same thing
together for years – eating people, drinking their blood,
killing  dissidents,  following  families  and  killing  them
generation  after  generation.  It's  a  hostile  history  of
unmarked evil, on planet Earth. The old boss is just like
the new boss. But, one day, some countries got together
and decided they had had enough.  China,  Russia,  and
others in that region. It began with Vladimir The Great
in the tenth century who helped Christianise the region
properly, and from then, an epic battle has maintained.
“How are you not Russia?” quipped Zack, internally. He
thought  he  saw one  of  the  two soldiers  in  his  dining
room twitch.
“No, we are not. We are an alien civilisation, and we will
take whatever goddess names and god names we please
in order to make contact with the right receptive people
to help transform the Earth. It is a struggle that has gone
on too long – even for a non-interferential  civilisation
like ours,” Hecate staunchly replied.
“Fine,  and what  am I supposed to do about  it?” Zack
quizzed.
“Write  poetry.  Let  the  merkabahs  and  geometries  of
syllables  provoke  a  frequency  in  humankind,  for  all
things to resonate, and you need only to be mused by us
to compose the rimes of the times. Christian poetry, by
the way,” Hecate explained.
“It  sounds  like  a  weak  solution,”  answered  Zack
honestly.
“No, there is nothing weak about God,” she replied. And



it  was  almost  a  threat,  because  he  was  sure  she  was
implying that a real war existed somewhere too, not just
one with words.



Chapter 6 – Telepathy By The Nile

The  year  was  3000  B.C..  Long  before  Zack  had  met
Hecate, pyramids and shrines and cities were built in her
honour. If it were the same woman – it well could have
been  –  Zack  would  surely  have  been  partaking  in  a
history  thousands  of  years  in  the  making.  The  soul
matter  corresponding  to  his  interpolated  electrical
impulses,  jettisoned  from  phenotype  to  phenotype,
preceded him in this instance in the form of a Jewish
slave  named  Gomer.  Gomer  had  heard  the  rumours
himself, that a goddess named “Hecate” – a name as if
taken directly from the names of buildings and folklore –
was talking to select Jews about the future of mankind.
He was sure it was a privilege of the priest class, as with
the extended nature of the rumour, which was that high-
ranking  liturgical  sessions  had  transmogrified  into
meditation  get-togethers,  where  hopeful  but  rich
Egyptians had gathered to try and make contact with the
afterlife – with deceased pharaohs and new spirits. It so
happened, however, that blind ambition caught the best
of him one day,  as he laid gently in his humble slave
quarters. After trying his own hand at meditating for a
while, brilliant blue flashes appeared in front of his eyes,
like  little  stars,  and  they  started  to  correspond  to  his
thoughts. 
“Am I seeing the goddess?” he wondered.
The beautiful, indigo-blue light blinked in front of him
again, even more in his direct field of vision than last
time  (they  had  begun  their  flashing  in  his  peripheral
sight). 
“Who are you?” he proclaimed, quite nervously. These
were  either  the  tricks  of  powerful  magicians,  or  the



marvels of his short days. All of a sudden, a bright light
burned in the sky. He could see it through the sky portal
in  his  roof.  Crowds clamoured for  shelter  in  awe and
horror, as what appeared to be a giant fire consumed the
atmosphere. He strode outside, and at once, the flare was
gone. In its place? A zipping, skipping craft, no smaller
than  a  fingernail  held  at  full  extension  of  one's  arm,
performing  all  sorts  of  impossible  aerial  manoeuvres.
What a sight to be seen! A kind of machine-bird, making
fun  of  the  flight  paths  of  the  others.  Some  kind  of
instinct in him kicked in, that the subject of the masses'
focus was an intelligent one, somehow, and that it could
either be a harbinger of something entirely negative or
perhaps  indecently  positive.  Moments  passed,  and
eventually, the craft landed in front of all of the stunned
Egyptians,  and  out  walked three  thin,  platinum-haired
human-like creatures. Each of them was wearing a shiny
one-piece suit that covered their bodies all the way to the
ankles  and  wrists,  and  the  fabric  almost  looked  as  if
liquid metal. Gomer had no idea how to describe what
he  was  seeing.  Officials  darted  out  to  meet  the
humanoids, and it appeared like a civil transaction. An
embassy had arrived,  and they were given an unusual
reception. Malice and ire done away with, it were as if
the  higher  caste  Nile-dwelling  folk  had  mentally
prepared  themselves  for  such  a  visit.  So  the  rumours
were true! Sky-humans had found a way to reach into
the  heads  of  the  Egyptians  and  make  their  messages
prior  to  an  arrival!  Gomer  was  certain  that  he  would
never get to meet any of the visitors face-to-face, so it
was much to his astonishment that, when upon returning
home, a strange-looking woman was sitting on his bed. 
“Hello, I'm Psyche,” she spoke.
“Hello,  what  are  we  to  make  of  your  arrival?”  he



splattered.
“This  is  an  unusual  epoch.  We  are  willing  to  take
liberties  to  introduce  ourselves  at  this  juncture  on  the
timeline of your development. In thousands of years, you
will have weapons to shoot us out of the sky. But now?
We can greet you, and be treated as gods. And we are the
gods.” she announced.
“We  worship  the  gods  we  are  commanded  to,  native
deities,  who rule over the sun and over childbirth and
more.  What  comparison  can  you  make  to  them?”  he
rebutted.
“We are they. Different names gobble up our identities
century after  century,  but  the  personalities  are  always
homologous. We are the gods and goddesses. We created
your  species  with  powerful  technology,  and  we  have
watched  over  you  for  thousands  of  years.  We  are
impatient.  So  much  has  improved.  We  wanted  to  say
hello – again,” she claimed.
“Then let it be so, god. Show me something god-like!”
bullied Gomer.
“I don't do tricks. But I can walk with you,” she bartered.
And then they walked for  hours,  and spoke about  the
future, about the quality of life. Soon enough, Gomer felt
that it was a rigged arrangement. 
“How does it figure that you can meet me, and look me
in the eye and say that you want for me happiness, when
you will go back to your own world, where you will live
forever, and I  must  remain here,  as a mortal  soul that
perishes  without  technology  and  medicine?”  Gomer
pointed out. He felt had made an important argument.
“You  have  arrived  at  a  terminus.  This  is  gratitude's
opportunity for you.  You don't  have the karma to live
forever  yet.  Your  groups  are  still  savage.  It  wouldn't
make sense to you to have one thing, without the other



thing.  The  inventions  of  your  day  are  intertwined
ontologically  with  mortality.  Everything  is  a  rowdy
showing of force, a bluster, a spark to eliminate inertia,
until you learn to pacify your instincts and evolve. Your
group would use longevity living technology to become
despots forever, to make war more effective, to prolong
debaucheries,” she insisted.
And yet Gomer smelt a funk. He knew deception when it
was in play.  And thousands of years later,  Zack – the
same soul indeed! – felt he was being lied to by Hecate.
Even  if  The  Australian  Military  were  not  an  honest
group for certain, the sell from the alien had been not
nearly  strong  enough  to  create  a  good-evil  polarity
between the two parties. Back in Egypt, and years into
the past,  Gomer's  soul  breathed a  breath of  contempt,
one that paralleled the respiratory behaviour of his future
soul path, Zack. Gomer knew he was being manipulated.
“Tell me the truth,” he asked. 
“Do you really want to hear it?” Psyche posed. 
Gomer nodded.
“Then let it be your luck, that I am to be honest with
you,” she replied. And she proceeded to explain that the
technology to live forever belonged to their group alone,
and that they had committed atrocities towards Earth for
thousands of years – for longer. And that secretly, they
feared the day that  human beings would grow up and
discover that their saviours in the stars were in fact thugs
and  villains,  who  had  exploited  entire  civilisations  in
their group's own vanity, to be worshipped, for nothing
more than luck in evolving sooner. 
“So you're evil?” Gomer concluded.
“We are not normal. We have done terrible things. And
we  will  never  empower  human  beings  to  arrive
alongside us on a technology timeline. That will have to



come from another group,” she conceded.
And, the more she told the story of her own civilisation's
history, Gomer felt that the universe was evil. That only
through warfare, could ever transpire the benefitting of
his own species a technology to ascend into an afterlife.
To live forever. That Psyche, and the others, would have
had to somehow come into conflict with the ravages of
their own origins story – whoever gave them life,  and
whoever was nearby – before they could have achieved
the dreamy sciences that she was touting. And then she
left, and Gomer concealed a lump in his throat. He felt
like  crying  or  sleeping,  he  couldn't  be  sure.  He  was
exhausted,  overwhelmed,  overawed.  But  something  in
him carried on, the flashing light still drifting about in
his  memory.  Had  Psyche  really  authored  the  flashing
orb? And then it hit him, that she mustn't have. That in
truth – even his feelings were completely wrong, which
they could well have been – his overarching instinct was
that a positive energy were housed behind the orbs. And
just like that, an almond-eyed being appeared in front of
him, in a peculiar front-on stance. 
“We  are  the  alms-bearers  and  mathematicians  of  the
universe.  The  group  you  have  spoken  to  is  negative.
Another group is  gambling for fun on your soul  path.
The universe is  rife with living creatures across many
galaxies.  You  are  not  alone.  You  must  release  your
negativity.  Everything  is  vibration.  You  must  live
forever.  Other species  are at  war  to  prevent  you from
harvesting this technology. Moral evolution is unique in
the  universe.  Co-operation  precedes  science  and
evolution,  but,  it  is  just  a  phase  of  evolution.  Once
people  can  co-operate,  it  is  only  a  synonym  for
communicate.  Over  time,  the  communication becomes
centered around life quality and extension. It is a long



road to this destination, however, and many nodes along
the chain of invention are weaponised. The group that
Psyche spoke for was not lying. But they have twisted
the  truth.  While  many  groups  eventually  invent  the
precursor devices to living forever in a military context,
once  a  certain  level  of  technology  occurs,  a  moral
saturation exists. The groups that confiscate your efforts
to  live  forever  are  enemy militaries  in  space,  but  the
most advanced groups are desperate to help. We are one
such group. Due to the nature of space warfare and the
level  that  technological  development  reaches,  it  is
impossible  for  us  to  completely counter  the  efforts  of
other groups. But we can act as humanitarian aids. Your
mind can produce anything.  We will  try and heal  the
group that has spoken with you, and maybe in the future,
they will be less negative. But right now, they are thrill-
seeking geneticists. They have a sentimentality to your
species, and a moral laxness in the way that they have
comported their legacies across countries and dynasties.
So, how can you contribute to the war in space? What
can you do?” cerebrated the alien. 
Gomer looked ahead in  a  kind of  rapture.  He had no
prompt to respond, because it were as if the monologue
were to be respected with silence.  His thoughts might
have  communicated  this,  because  the  alien  resumed
telepathy.
“You  can  understand  that  there  is  one  mandate  in
particular that belongs to you in relevance. And it is that
in 3000 years, a man will be born, Jesus, who will make
a foundry of men and women, and remove from the heat
the sword of champions. You can wield these weapons
only to win. The miraculous nature of this person will
enfuse into the bedrock of eons of time and never leave
your world,” telepathised the alien.



“And  what  staff,  bow  or  sword  carry  he?”  thought
Gomer. 
“Love. Only love will do. Only love can signal to the far
reaches  of  the  universe  and provide beacon to groups
that might join you, in the slow and painful chess game
that you will never know about,” the alien proclaimed.
“It  sounds  like  these  are  understandings  that  Psyche's
star friends might have rejected?” Gomer pressed.
“Yes. Only certain souls are sensitive enough to carry the
messages of the galaxies,” the alien replied.
“By the way,”  Gomer interrupted.  “What is  the name,
after all, of this civilisation? Psyche's?”
The alien replied, “Atlantis.”



Chapter  7  –  I'm  Taking  This
Moment

“I'm taking this moment to announce that time travel is
real,  and that  I've  traveled into the  past.  As it  stands,
human beings can travel both into the past  and in the
future!” the young boy announced. He stood in front of a
large audience in the ampitheatre where he had just won
a spelling bee. Derek was met with an unusually blank
response from the crowd, and mosied offstage. He was
certain that everyone had attributed his proclamation to
his age – that they had written off any suppositions of
mental instability and replaced them with the image of
an eccentric, intelligent youth – and that, in other words,
he had gotten away with his comment. Not to suggest it
wasn't  true,  that  is  to  say,  because  Derek  had in  fact
traveled  into  the  past.  Years  after  Mu  and  Ferroh's
experiment  had  concluded,  he  was  permitted  by  the
stringent  gatekeepers  of  the  science  research  academy
(where he studied) to partake in an expedition into the
bygone  terrenes  of  time.  These opportunities  came up
often,  and he was extraordinarily grateful  to  be given
one. Though yes, a specialised military academy selected
excelling cadets to be voyagers as time pilots, to then be
hurtled into yesteryear. A precocious student, at 12, he
was ready for the adventure of a lifetime when he had
departed.  And he had timed his arrival  to  clockwork's
perfection, surreptitiously infiltrating a rather large state
spelling bee in his home town. Brilliant as he was, he
had no difficulty winning. However his chief victory was
in spoiling the audience with the spectacle of a lifetime –
a real time traveler, standing afore them. And yet,  like
any  modern  marvel,  it  met  with  the  tumbleweeds  of



tedium.  This  is  the  truth  and  the  reality  of  all
phenomena, that man should be so ignorant, he thought.
And he walked across a bridge, and saw an old man's
face in the lamplights. He saw himself in his profile. The
ear, the jawline, the lot of a geriatric imprint of his own
life story, ironically expedited in his sojourn backwards
in the fourth dimension. The old man was beautiful, and
shameless, just like adolescence always is. The man was
Zack, and then it happened, that the time traveler walked
past a family, carrying a baby, who was also important. It
was  beautiful,  too.  And  these  chance  junctions  do
happen, yea, because of the seven degrees of separation.
Though there was a curiosity of Derek to the baby, that
maybe he was an idiot, or maybe bright. He couldn't be
sure. It's the callous tradition of humankind to do this to
infants, perhaps. Nevertheless, Derek continued on into
the  night,  helpless  to  his  own  stardom!  What  an
achievement! Sure, a routine one, for the military now.
But humanity had proven time travel. And just like that,
Derek  walked  around  a  corner,  pressed  a  pager-like
device  in  his  pocket,  and  was  warped  back  into  the
present.  As  per  usual,  nothing  had  really significantly
changed.  And  no,  he  wasn't  always  going  to  travel
through time, as per some kind of linear time paradox.
The real investigations of temporal physics showed that
confluences  of  forces  never  amounted  against  the
predictive meta-currents of human behaviour that were
already in  observation.  In  other  words,  people  did  as
they were always going to do, and time travelers were
free to vacation here and there without fear of disrupting
the fabric of causality, or something horrendous like this.
And so Derek left  the  academy that  night  to  visit  his
parents, and the lightning cracked the sky. A U.F.O. flew
over his head, and he didn't notice it. It was in fact an



Atlantian  craft.  In  cloak,  to  be  sure.  And,  crunching
every  photon  that  might  tangle  outwards  towards  the
prying sights of others, its cloak sleeve of radiant energy
also emitted (among other things) a signal back to the
moon,  where  Atlantis  hid  one  of  their  geopolitically
quiet bases. Hecate sat ladylike, in a plastic-cover chair.
“We must come forward. We must. It's the only honest
thing left to do,” she implored.
“Nonsense,  we'll  be  nuked  out  of  the  atmosphere  by
every defence force who are awake. A diplomatic hello?
Traceable. It's too risky, now. Earth has risen from the
mechanical  dark  ages  into  something  aspiring  of
Atlantis.  We  are  sitting  ducks,  but  with  the  best
camouflage science can offer,” Scamander reasoned.
This  debate  had  occurred  before.  And  its  speakers
usually simply played their parts and read their lines, and
nothing changed. Atlantis, secret forever. 
“You're  barely  doing  the  right  thing  speaking  to  the
poet,” Scamander censured.
“I'm still permitted. I'm allowed. Only the transformation
of the planet's personalities can allow for us to welcome
Earth's modern civilisations into our galactic custody...”
Hecate insisted.
And this was Hecate and Aphrodite's mandate, and had
been, for centuries. It was a matter of group tolerance.
The two famous programmers, self-shamed with statues
and  mythology  for  thousands  of  years,  had  together
authored projects to try and transmute the hatred of the
barbarians of centuries into the example set by Christ.
For even Atlantis  had not  predicted Jesus Christ,  who
jump-started the moral development of human beings by
orders of magnitude and who tripped the timeline  four
times.  That  is  to  say,  the  timeline  science  of  Atlantis
observed four skips in future predictions that  were all



causally attributed  to  Christ's  birth.  Usually,  even one
skip in a timeline was considered outrageous, but four?
Concentrated around a single event? And then there were
the super-neocortical softwares, which all analysed that a
special child would be born who would house the son of
god “soul-seek” across his body. Aphrodite was one of
the first  people  to  understand the significance of  this,
because while Atlantis had the concept of a god rooted
deeply  in  their  culture,  they  were  somehow  godless.
They  ascribed  it  to  a  kind  of  determinism,  whereby
algorithms  from  the  aforementioned  super-neocortical
libraries of data had manifested the arrival of a messiah,
and well, on one hand, prior to his occurrence, the group
decided  that  logically,  they  were  a  pre-monotheistic
society, and on the other hand, that the computer-defined
representation  of  God  that  they  had  studied  was  not
enough to disrupt their lifestyles. But there were those
who took it very seriously, including Aphrodite, Apollo
and Hecate. They spent thousands of years waiting for
the birth of Jesus, and when he finally was conceived,
they crossed over to Israel and spent time amongst the
people. Each wanted to get as close to Christ as possible,
and to gain favour with God. Indeed, even favour was a
science  –  the  idea  that  meta-causally,  the  quantum
positive  currents  that  can  be  associated  to  an  all-
consuming super-intelligence that  governs connectivity
and principle,  that  exist  once life exists  (and arguably
prior to  that)  – or God – somehow condones positive
interactions  that  uphold  the  central  continuity  of  that
force – and incorporates into itself  meta-currents from
people's positive actions, that are mutually rewarding to
the  contributors.  And  so  Aphrodite  and  Hecate  (and
others) crossed over to be of a holy land, and they met
Jesus Christ, and they gained favour. And for centuries,



while other Atlantians acted poorly – or simply ignored
God  –  Hecate  and  Aphrodite  authored  many
programming projects to humanity. Their favourite, they
were sure, was the King Arthur project. And Aphrodite
crossed over to levitate upon a lake, and present omen
and prophesy and the excalibur sword to Arthur, and she
implored  him  to  worship  God.  And  these  cultural
projects,  while  small,  became  iconic  mythologies
throughout the planet,  because of how fantastical  they
were.  And  the  goddesses  –  many  more,  in  fact  –
continued to muse the greatest artists, and commission
the  greatest  projects  on  Earth  –  and  for  Hecate  and
Aphrodite,  all  as  a  testament  to  heaven.  And so  with
rocks and sticks and leaves and tidbits, or cellophane and
papier-mâché and biros, the two of them aged into Anno
Domini as comely spinsters with goddess utility belts of
arts  and crafts,  holstered for  only the  most  spiritually
pure managements. 
“And what will your poetry do?” Scamander teased.
“You know how good of a poet I am,” Hecate scoffed. 
“What have you written lately, then?” He enquired.
“Let me read it to you,” she countered back to him. And
so she read:

“Mirror, mirage, on the wall,
Wayward watching beknownst to all,

Vanity the slickest sin,
Only salve God's love therein”

Hecate nodded, as if to acknowledge her own humility,
expectant of the lyrics.
“Not bad,” Scamander joked. He was impressed. Hecate
was a wit.  But  he continued,  “It  doesn't  matter.  You'll
never  change  the  species.  It's  the  same  old  argument.
You have to realise that people are largely set in their



ways.  You  don't  think  prior  to  Moses,  people  were
sensitive to ethics? They didn't need to be scolded with
doctrine.  And I'm not  saying the commandments were
misgiven,  because  they're  weren't,  and  they  are  a
fabulous structure  for  the  morality of  the  society.  But
people did already know what was right and wrong. And
what's changed? It's just economics. That's my argument.
People have done ill for years, but societies rose up from
anarchy against  the  savage  other  to  do  business  with
each  of  their  own  enemies,  and  the  industrial  society
asks for people to do the same. We trade and play with
our enemies in a complicated network of friendship, and
the  abstract  scaffolding  of  the  society  is  agreements.
Earth,  I  suppose,  will  reach a point  where it  becomes
even more sophisticated with time.  You can't  rush it,”
Scamander finished.
“What are you saying specifically?” Hecate provoked.
“Just  that  the  more rules  you have in  the  society,  the
more you advance the age. Largely, the system works.
And  you're  playing  around  with  young  men  out  of
polarity,” he said derisively.
“I  take incredible  offence to  that!”  Hecate  fired back.
And  Scamander  was  a  programmer  too,  although  his
vested interest was in confirming that his more socially
normative projects, the affirmation of strong government
and  council,  were  the  right  approach  –  on  how  to
produce  the  best  outcome  for  the  species  they  had
computed  into  sentience.  But  divided  as  they  were,
Hecate  would  continue  her  projects.  She  resented  the
misogynistic  undertones  that  Scamander  had  taken
towards her, but carried on politely with him for a while
before excusing herself. It really seemed as if the men of
Atlantis were all the same – obsessed with stoicism, and
having a perfunctory disgust  for women. It  were as if



reading their brains on the computers had somehow been
confronting for them, as a gender. Yes, women wanted
rich  partners,  with  muscular  physiques  and  exciting,
confident conversational skills. Was it all too much for
the men of Atlantis to read these heuristics on the screen
and measure themselves scientifically as having come up
short?  They  needed  to  grow  up,  Hecate  thought.  To
better themselves, and come to terms with the fact that
they will always fall shy of the ideal. Women had gone
through  it  as  well.  The  beauty  standards  of  men  on
computers  were  an  alarming  read  –  although  the
discovery that beauty was all men cared about really was
not really a discovery at all. Maybe it was the greenness
of Zack that inspired Hecate to collaborate with him. It
was a breath of fresh air to work with someone who was
“off the grid.” She even speculated it made it easier for
him to be Christian, that he could not look into others'
minds. There was a certain kind of desolation that people
felt  when  they  knew  the  thoughts  of  the  others.  The
mystery  removed  itself.  The  mind  computer  era  had
changed everything for Atlantis, just like it was doing for
Earth.  But,  the  real  culmination  of  such  a  zeitgeist?
Compassion.  And  expert  as  human  beings  became  at
reading the brain,  their  compassion enlarged – though
for  now,  it  was  early  days,  and  the  military  and  the
computer class were just as selfish as had they not had
the technology. It were just like every other invention –
the ape stayed the same. 



Chapter  8  –  A  Prayer  Worth
Praying

As Zack laid in bed,  he became slowly aware that  he
hadn't heard from the secret service soldiers for a day or
so. He wondered where they had gone? Usually, they'd
de-cloak and say something alike, “We don't really need
to  talk  to  you  to  do  our  job,  we're  just  keeping  you
reminded right now that you aren't supposed to speak to
aliens. Better, that they don't exist. OK?”
Zack, frazzled somehow more so  that the company had
departed his  home, gave up his  apathy for  frustration,
finally.
“They took it away, my only alien contact. Or they took
Russia away. What would Russia want with me anyway.
Is it because I have Kazakh ancestry? That doesn't make
any sense, regardless,” he whined to himself.
His new belief system was that whatever was out there
in  the  universe  (or  the  rest  of  the  world),  Australia
clearly had technology to rival it. And just as soon as he
had these thoughts, he heard Hecate's voice in his head.
Hecate intoned, “This is how Australia says goodbye to
you. You just don't see them again. Personally, I have a
more sensitive goodbye.”
“What is it?” asked Zack.
“It  depends  on  the  circumstances  of  the  separation,
naturally. Anyway, are you still interested in writing with
me?” she asked.
“Sure” Zack replied. And as soon as he had sat down at
the  computer,  his  hands  began  to  jolt  away from the
keyboard.  Hecate  quickly  interposed  to  him  that
“competitive programming” was about to ensue, and that
he would have to become resolute in his neurisms. Or in



other  words,  to  try and sally  against  external  psychic
attacks with his own strength. Wherever from! And as he
began to type, he felt a searing mental pain. He felt it
was too easy for his adversaries to kill him with a long-
range electronic weapon, and wondered where Hecate's
firewall was lying around. 
“Yes, you are right, they have things like this,” she said,
clearly able to respond to his thoughts.  “A firewall  in
that instance... that would cost me too much in karma,
and lead the militaries right to Atlantis.  Every conflict
has  a  causality,  and  shielding  someone  from  the
military's  most  secret  super-weaponry (switched to  its
most unapologetic setting) is a high combat price for our
project.  Preferably,  you  can  weather  the  storm,”  she
enthused.
“Weather the storm...” Zack mocked in disbelief.
“They won't kill you,” she protested. “They consider you
bait for Atlantis. That's how they've read your sequences,
and they want to keep you alive to try and procure me to
come back. They also don't hate you – welcome to the
world of subjective murder. Yes, the military would find
an excuse  to  kill  you  if  they didn't  like  you,  and  the
reverse here is true too.” 
But the more Zack typed, the more he felt there was a
no-way street ahead. He could feel a kind of swelling in
his  cranium,  almost  like  he  would  blow up  from the
inside of his head by some kind of concentrated radio
weapon,  if  he  went  any further.  Aside  being  smashed
into  a  trillion  ruptured  atoms,  he  felt  that  it  was  not
really his fate to write via a muse. He wanted the credit.
And Hecate here, gave in. 
“Fine, I'll hijack you,” she relented. “I've done it before,
and it's a privilege to be partnered to 'the hard guide'”.
The “hard guide” was what she called going into stasis,



and moving the entirety of Zack's body by virtual remote
piloting,  however,  it  didn't  stop  there.  His  thoughts
would become hijacked, and he would no longer “think”
in the same way. Re-arrangements of his own heuristics
would  suffice  Hecate's  natural  mental  state,  and  she
would literally “think into his head.” The only thing that
Zack would retain would be his ego, or, a constant sense
that he was himself doing all  these things. Every now
and then, Hecate could – if she wanted to – remind him
that  he  was  at  her  behest.  And  so  went  her  karmic
strategy,  to  keep  Zack's  body  alive  –  ownership
confusion.  Ownership confusion was the phrase used to
describe  Zack's  ontological  grapple  of  his  actings
outwards to the world as his own, by default,  and his
confusion constantly that he himself must be the agent of
them.  And  as  long  as  Zack  remained  in  a  state  of
ownership confusion, his heuristics would reveal that he
in fact  was not  the  “karmic agent” of the actions  and
instead, a hapless Australian citizen. In this way, he was
being  held  hostage  by  Atlantis,  and  Australia  would
become the terrorists to execute the vessel. And hey, as
long  as  Hecate  was  only  writing  Christian,
philosophically anti-military poetry,  it  might seem like
not  a  “code red” moment to  off  a civilian in a secret
military order. And so it went, that Hecate was to live in
Zack's body. She slept there, she ate there, and she even
went to the bathroom there. She refused to leave, in fact,
because  as  soon  as  she  did,  Zack  would  gain  his
willpower  back  and  start  to  doubt  what  he  had  been
doing all along – and would also feel a climax of agony
where  he  inherited  a  conscious  control  over  his  body
again. This was called “mortification” – and the Greeks
did it best. Hecate knew the phrase had two meanings to
a muse, however, and her preferred one was in reference



to the experience a person has when someone acts as a
“genius”  within  their  own  thoughts.  Yes,  it  is
“mortifying” when someone with a towering I.Q. out-
thinks you from within your own brain. And eventually
(even if you put up a fight, raging the intruder in one's
mind  over  and  over),  you  give  in  to  their  superior
intellect  and  let  them  think  for you.  And  this  is
mortification, too. And then there's the simple truth that
human beings are downright lonely, and that guide is a
relationship.  And so Hecate chose Zack for all  of  this
and more, and made sure her “soul impulse” was “at the
front” of “the mechanism” – and that therefore she was
in control of all Zack's life. Infiltrating him completely
very quickly (once she switched on all of her heuristics),
she was flattered anew. A human being had volunteered
away their  conscious agency to her,  once again.  Zack
couldn't describe the ecstasy of the loss of control he had
just  felt.  It  was  like  being  loved  by  somebody,  the
feeling of having them take over your life from within.
“I  think I'll  feel  guilty,  even eating,” Zack said.  “You
guys don't eat right, and you miss it?'
“Don't be so misdirected in your empathy,” she snorted. 
“So you aren't going to be piloting my mouth open, and
thinking of all of the cool foods you can't eat in Atlantis
because they aren't  vegan enough or organic enough?”
he teased.
“Not at all,” she replied. “We eat whatever we want, and
while, as I told you, we have transcended the need to eat
as a species – and re-designed our phenotypes as such –
it isn't a sorrowful moment to ingest foodstuffs again.”
“Right...” Zack back-pedaled.
She then promptly walked him away from the computer
and to his bed. 
“I'm  not  getting  changed  in  front  of  you,”  Zack



complained.
“I've  seen you naked,  welcome to the  mind computer
era.  I see everything in your  head when I  look at  the
screen. You get over yourself quickly when you have a
computer.  It's a supra-polarity inducing technology,  by
the way. People leave behind adultery and focus on other
things,” she boasted.
“Right,” Zack comprehended. And then she put him to
bed, and he gripped the pillow for dear life, sleeping in
the fetus position, because a woman was living inside his
body and as he lay awake trying to ignore it, he could
not, and he was at the mercy of her movements, thoughts
and agenda totally.  Eventually,  in months to come, he
would grip the  same pillow and think of  Hecate  as  a
powerful friend that ought never leave his body-share,
and fall  asleep with his  fingertips on his  clavicle;  her
hand through this.  This was her most  intimate way of
saying  “I  care  about  you.”  Zack  couldn't  believe  his
luck, actually. “I guess I'm hanging out with a goddess,”
he reflected often. And yes, he was still allowed to think
his own thoughts, but he knew that he was in mind-share
and that Hecate was watching his every cerebration. It
was  exhausting,  but  after  a  while  it  became  intensely
dishonest for him to not just think the honest thing. She
could  apparently  “extrapolate”  all  of  his  heuristics
anyway, and predict what he would say or think. 
“How necessary is the 'real me' for a guide project... if
you can create a giant map of all of the beliefs, thoughts
and  feelings  I  have  in  a  massive  algorithm  that  is
formulaic?” he asked.
“Remember,  I  told  you.  Soul.  You  can't  cheat  the
universe. I have to guide a real person. Your heuristics
interact with reality causally,  throughout your life, and
everything  that  goes  through  your  head  relates  in  a



mathematical way to the last heuristic. The order that all
these thoughts occur, while in your physical brain, are
referred  to  as  “meta-heuristics.”  You can  tamper  with
meta-heuristics  by  augmenting  someone,  by  guiding
them, by giving them bionic brain implants, and then it
becomes a question of Christian choices,” she explained.
“What do you mean,” Zack enticed.
“Every Christian or moral decision you make comports
you in the exact resonance of the universe. And even if
you were programmed to make that choice, it is  what
you  wanted  to  do  all  along.  The  soul  yearns  to  be
Christian,” she continued.
“Right, I am Christian,” he attested.
“I know,” she interrupted. “Eventually, every thing that
happens to your brain in all of cause and effect becomes
determinism anyway. This is the panacea for augmented
people, and, well, guided people.”
“So  as  long  you  guide  me  to  be  Christian,  then  it  is
OK?” he summarised.
“You've  got  it  figured  out  almost.  The  part  you're
missing is that the more that I guide you to make exactly
Christian decisions, the more that it is the blueprint that
you preferred for your own life all along. Your soul is
definitively breathing over mine, in those moments, no
matter how bright I am, no matter how much I have the
technology personally. I end up becoming submissive to
your soul path. Or in other words, I end up submitting to
god.”
“So goddess guide is romantic after all,” Zack replied.
“Yes, there is a way that the perfect guide experience is
one of mutual sainthoods,” she asseverated.
“O.K., so I'm going to become a saint?” Zack verified. 
“No,”  Hecate indicated.  “It's  the case that  I  know the
timeline. And you don't become a saint.”



“Then  exactly  how  good  are  you  at  guide?”  Zack
quizzed. 
“Yes, you are right. The degree to which I don't become
a  saint  with  you  is  the  degree  to  which  our  guide  is
demonic. After all, all of guide is demonic inhabitance,”
Hecate countersigned. 
“Is that why I heard 'Hecate demon' in my head?” Zack
queried.
“I programmed it out of self-honesty,” she capitulated.
Zack replied, “I'd like to try and go to sleep, I think.”
“You should pray first,” Hecate insisted.
And so Hecate moved Zack's hands into a prayer form,
and it was offensive to Zack's Christian sensibilities. It
seemed demonic, someone praying from within his body.
And yet, the logic seemed to justify her. 
“Why do you call yourselves gods and goddesses?” Zack
finally blurted out. This, he said aloud, instead of in his
head.
She answered, “Because we are shamed forever, for the
amount of power we have over human beings. And as I
pray  through  your  very  hands,  I  account  a  kind  of
blasphemy to  heaven.  Because  your  own soul,  it  is  a
simple matter, must do it. Without me. And yet, Atlantis
has its own science. But it is a desecration, that were as
if  committing  God  to  a  lower  case  letter.  And  this  is
where  we  gravitate,  to  the  place  of  impossible
neighbourhood  to  God,  but  in  fierce  and  hellish
wickedness.  I  only  hope  they  don't  lock  me  out  of
Elysium.”
 



Chapter 9 – I Spy With My Little
Agency

They called her “Goddess Russia.” This was the name
given to an elite black ops agent who would wear the
state of the art  technological  outfit  designed in Russia
for  fatherland military cadets  –  a  super-conscious suit
that could pierce into the minds of others and physically
take over their body movements, thoughts and feelings.
It was an exclusive assignment: To capitalise on budding
timeline science that suggested that Australia and their
western  allies  were  attempting  to  torture  a  person  of
Kazakh heritage to lure in Eurasian brain programmers...
to a programming activity, no less. It was a terrible ploy,
they  thought,  and  the  Russian  Federation  never
negotiates. For this and other reasons, Sasha thought that
she  was  really dealing  with  a  highly classified  F.S.B.
plot to infiltrate Australia... it had all the hallmarks of a
Bortnikov sting. Why would Russia submit to the terms
of  the  west?  It  was  so  uncharacteristic  for  it  to  be
anything other than a forward-engineered plot by Russia,
to try and place a chess piece within a foreign country...
and yes...  “on  a  timeline.”  This  would mean that  this
young  person's  ancestors  would  have  been  military
schemers, instructed to move abroad for later usefulness
in  generations  to  come.  It's  funny,  because that's  how
emigrants were treated – like spies. Did Russia ruin it for
everyone, and genuinely send out families in pre-modern
times to “sleep” in enemy terrains, only to be “awoken”
generations  later  for  whatever  machination  the  F.S.B.
preferred? It  seemed too difficult  to  pull  off,  but  then
again, We are Russia, after all, she thought. And no one



formed  cabinet  harder  on  international  conspiracies.
Russia had always considered the English a particularly
stomach-turning enemy. To have an intrigue directed at
them, within a hundred year project, probably wasn't out
of  the  realms  of  possibility.  She  wondered  just  how
many men and women had legitimately started new lives
in foreign countries on behalf of her home country... but
just to root into the terrain for future use. It seemed like
Russophobic  thinkers  of  the  twentieth  century  were
entirely justified, all  of a sudden. All of these Russian
spies!  Regardless,  the  Australian  group were  certainly
treating Zack this way – like espionage that deserves to
be a computer weapons target. And so with the chicken
and the egg put to one side, each cabal were squared off
once more,  and Sasha sat on the side of the Christian
military, she felt; how, centuries ago, had Vladimir Putin
not placed the very flag of God in the Crimean region, to
exclaim, “Crimea ours!” once and for all? There was a
crucifix at  the top of  the coat  of  arms  of  the  Russian
Federation's military coat... and yet none could be found
in the American one. Is it because the rumours were true,
that they were an entirely satanic and godless army, and
the headquarters of  all  that  is  sick and foul? How far
behind  were  England  and  Australia  and  other
Commonwealth states, in their devil-worship? Sasha had
heard stories of a bona fide house of blood, a gruesome
dungeon in the center of the American desert.  So, one
day,  she  used  her  clearance  to  ask  up  the  chain  of
command just exactly what went on in America.
“Sir,  may  I  ask  whether  the  rumours  are  true,  that  a
cannibal  house  exists  as  a  'satanic  mecca'  of  the
American army?” she piped up.
“I  have  good  news.  You  have  the  clearance  via  this
operation  to  ask  any  question  you  like,  and  to  gain



access to limitless intelligence. You are working on the
top  floor  of  the  F.S.B.  by  equivalent,”  her  superior
officer issued.
She was incredulous. It was Russia, after all – this was
their way of telling her that she was supposed to feel that
she had been given the master's encyclic. In reality, the
secrets never left the inner circles of the oligarchs and
the old K.G.B. cliques. Either way, she applied to him
for further details.
“What's there, then?” she said bluntly.
“Look for yourself,” the officer spoke dispassionately. 
He pivoted a laptop towards her, and gestured towards a
folder. It seemed like it were a prepared index of links to
an entry-level database of Russian military intelligence
items. Nevertheless, she searched the archives, and was
immediately sickened. It turned out that America was far
more  wretched  than  she  could  have  ever  imagined.
Videos and photos of children, civilians, women, men all
being eaten alive, having their heads ripped off,  being
burned while  still  conscious were only the beginning.
They  appeared  to  have  a  chef,  who  cooked  human
beings into delicacies. She recognised one of the elder
American generals in the video as a renowned western
enemy. He was sitting next to men slightly younger than
he, licking his fingers and presumably finished with the
knife and fork, which lay serrated in a human organ, it
seemed. Heads on pikes, videos of cadets being wired up
to sound systems and having their ears blown off, cars
dragging hog-tied victims through the desert until they
somehow blacked out or snapped their necks, or died in
another way – who could know? Infinite gore recurred
throughout  her  exploration  of  the  American  army
through Russian eyes, but perhaps the most revolting of
all  was  the  concept  of  “shame-administrators.”  These



were burly men (and sometimes women) who appeared
to  live  a  partier's  lifestyle...  lifted straight  from a  frat
house or sorority house, except with one diabolical twist
–  their  jobs  looked  to  be  to  “shame-administrate”  to
either other army cadets, or civilians at random, which
meant bastardising them entirely, beating them senseless
in gangs and then...  well...  ersatz  befriending them.  It
was  a  deep  psychological  covenant  with  “being  a
sycophant”  that  the  person was  supposed to  make.  In
other words, the shame-administrators would assault you
until you hated them – and then at the point of abject
fear  –  force you to pretend to  them that  you enjoyed
their  company.  The  group routinely humiliated people
this  way,  strangely  almost  more  effectively  than  any
other  of  their  torture  methods,  because  the  person's
dignity was strategically eroded into absolute zilch. They
held hostages, it was evident, that they kept in the evil's
engine  room  –  a  kind  of  basement  with  chains  that
locked the prisoners for months on end, while goading
them  that  they  were  to  be  eaten  eventually.  Assault,
befriend, false hope, cannibalise one limb, repeat. It was
a nauseating formula. Sasha imagined having one arm
and having to make pretenses of close relationship to a
captor who was planning on eating her. 
“What about the aliens?” Sasha enquired.
“Classified,” the officer returned.
This was Russia's way of dealing a double-blow, she was
sure: Compartmentalise the most space-age technology
away  from  other  sections  of  the  military,  and  then
declassify certain areas of knowledge to the less in-the-
know strata and enter both groups into the fray,  to try
and  fully  bamboozle  the  other  army.  It  was  textbook
F.S.B., she was sure. That, or there really was an alien
that had teleport technology who had gotten the Russian



Federation blamed for their own private furlough. This
explication tantalised Sasha more than anything. And so
she strapped on her visor and slanted back in her chair. It
was true, that Russia had been able to pioneer a similar
technology  to  Atlantis.  Had  it  not  been  for  Atlantis'
clever wipe-technology – augmenting scientists to make
specific  discoveries,  and  then  wiping  them  of  the
knowledge  that  their  mind  computers  had  suffered
tampering – it was likely that Russia would have taken
far  longer  to  produce  these  inventions.  So,  despite
everything,  they had  happened upon a  very advanced
timeline of profound sciences. Sasha looked through her
visor, and typed furiously. Her finger movements were
immediately transmitted  to Zack's fingers, thousands of
kilometres  away.  Unfortunately,  that  transmission  was
interrupted microseconds after it was transmitted to his
brain  and  fingers,  such  that  the  animation  of  Zack's
hands  to  the  keys  was  stunted.  Nothing  got  through.
Back  in  Pine  Gap,  Australia  was  having  a  similar
problem.  They had  figured  out  how to  counter-signal
what  was being detected as  coming from Eurasia,  but
inputting  their  own  commands  was  a  different  issue.
Russia had a similar obfuscation technique to Australia,
and  managed  to  jar  Zack  at  the  wrists.  And  this
happened back and forward for twenty minutes,  while
Zack  simply  experienced  a  kind  of  blistering,  acute
headache.  Russia  had  no  desire  to  overload  and  kill
Zack, but it was still Russia – the cold, arctic procession
of  science  knew  no  human  toll  worth  retarding  for.
Unusually for Zack, Australia was in the same mindset.
They had  had  it  with  falling behind internationally in
their  own coups to  acquire  the  frontier  of  science for
their  own,  and  eventually  combined  their  theory  of
“forward-attack” with black ops research approaches. It



sounded  American,  and  it  was.  In  fact,  American
researchers who were living at Pine Gap at the time were
credited with spearheading the culture of shatter-ops in
Australia; the practice of dismantling the conscious feats
of a given human being into steep horror, so that the data
would be wide and varied. Australia wasn't afraid to kill
in the pursuit of academic elucidation. But, it was indeed
the case, that Australia had no desire to program Zack to
death. Evan Orzad, on the other hand, depended on it.
His  opera  was  that  Zack's  buddy  Mel  would  blood
himself  on  the  kill,  and  harden his  heart  in  the  most
clinically brutal recruitment of all time. That order was
kept secret, however, and the officers involved in Zack's
“rescue” had only their  hunches to  direct  them to the
suspicion  that  their  programming  activities  with  Zack
were  part  of  a  more  clandestine  Australian  timeline.
Even  the  special  service  soldiers  who  arrived  at  his
house  had  this  inkling.  Something  wasn't  right  –  an
ashen cloud hovered above the whole affair, waiting to
rain at any given time. So it went, that the two countries
competed vehemently until one country finally gave in:
The Russian Federation. Australia considered it a highly
measured play,  however,  and could feel  the rumble of
the superpower even at an epic distance. If it wasn't for
their  friendship  with  America,  they were  certain  they
couldn't get away with what they were doing. Protocol
maintained that they simply listened at this point, while
Russia  made  its  first  move  on  the  chessboard  of
programming – a wild dream sequence, pinged directly
to Zack's visual cortex. What keystrokes had been given
away? What  new coding lessons could Australia  learn
from  this  blast  of  Ruski  bits?  Had  Russia  given  an
insight  into their  cutting edge programming skills  that
Australia might be able to use to strengthen their digital



securities?  It  was  unsure  that  they had  any benefit  to
reap, if one went by the content of the dream: The dream
placed  Zack  in  a  bean  bag,  asleep,  with  American
employees encircling a computer near to him, as if in his
very house.  Russia was whistleblowing,  because these
were two employees of Pine Gap, but, in typical Russian
pride,  the  identities  they  sought  to  expose  were  only
ones  of  U.S.  servicepeople.  Yes,  Russia  did  always
believe Australia had been corrupted by their  English-
speaking rival power. The dream went on – long enough
for Zack to see that the mind computer was in fact real –
and then a Russian face appeared at the end, vignetted
against  a  black  backdrop.  It  spoke  in  harsh  and
commanding tones, and looked straight at the camera.
“We will never submit to the west.”



Chapter 10 – Secrets of the Prime
Directive

While Mel was never a Star Trek fan – it was incredibly
old by the time he was born – he was familiar with the
principle  of  the  Prime  Directive.  It  stated  that  a
civilisation is not to be interfered with by crew aboard
their  spaceship,  so  saving  the  natural  development  of
that group. In other words, an alien civilisation that they
might discover, they should leave in tact – rather than
influence or manipulate its societal progress, in any way.
As  it  turned  out,  this  was  a  legitimate  maxim of  the
known universe – at least among principled spacefarers.
And many of them took it to an extreme. No touching,
meant zero touching whatsoever – nada a breeze from a
craft blowing over a leaf, or a thought persuaded by a
one-liner.   And  so  local  programmers  from the  Solar
System  who  abided  this  directive  slavishly  faced  an
unusual  challenge.  “How can I  reach a  given sentient
being to make contact,  while not violating this rule of
alien life?”
Yea,  it  resolved  itself  that  the  challenge  posited
brainstorming  activities  to  coders  who  were  able  to
deduce that the best processes lay in channelling. This is
the  method  by  which  Hecate's  Atlantian  fellows  had
reached many a contactee in the past. Their design was
to  allow  the  programmed-to  person  the  right  to  re-
arrange  almost  all  of  the  thoughts  in  their  own head,
such that they had the disposition to “find a way through
a labyrinth” as it were... towards the truths that they had,
for  lack  of  a  better  phrase,  “karmic  access”  to.  This
system  was  a  sure-fire  way  to  maintain  the  arcane



knowledge of the programmers, while also allowing the
contactee  relationship  and,  on  occasion,  new insights.
After all, we gain insight by the very tessellation of data,
not  necessarily  the  input  of  more.  And  that  was  the
brushwork of the Atlantians, like Hecate, on occasion, to
code to a given human being, for instance, and ramp up
their experiential pathway towards a belief in alien life,
and then pepper their mind with all sorts of very subtle
suggestions  that  channel  is  possible,  and  then  bam –
inserting the nano-quanta of connectivity with the I.D. of
the programmer, so that the channelling agent could feel
the  alien  life  force  far  away.  This  was  how  Hecate
engaged some of her most heartbreaking muses, for the
truth was that in a strict adherence to the mandates of the
Prime Directive, it relied upon the sagacity of the mused
person to figure out firstly, who she was, and secondly,
what she was saying. She had taken all sorts of names in
the  past,  but  the  thing  that  remained  alike  in  all
occasions was the heart-centered sense of kin.  And so
truly, the opportunity to get to know someone – and to
make  an  authentic  friend  – depended on  their  skill  at
navigating  channel.  For  example,  they had  to  start  to
conceptualise  that,  for  all  intents  and  purposes,  the
object of their channelling might be anyone at all. And
this itself raised philosophical questions. Is the universe
positive? Should it  be? Who could I be speaking with
demographically? What would it mean? Does it matter?
Why would people suggest it matters, and what does that
say  about  society?  All  of  these  questions,  ironically,
naturally form the basis of the muse project, it was often
the case. Hecate very seldom had to look further than the
imagination of the adept mused-person in terms of their
conception of her, in order to sculpt what the outcome of
the  communication  should  be,  materially.  And  while



Atlantis wasn't well-behaved throughout the millenia, it's
true,  they  did  eventually  venture  beyond  mere
experimentation  with these more subtle methodologies,
and  eventually  settle  on  them as  safer  for  their  own
mystery and perpetuity such.  Yes,  karma in play.  And
this is how some  statues were created, it is true. In the
pollyanna  reveries  of  what  creature  may  I  be  in
reception of?  And how accurate were these portrayals?
Was  Hecate  ever  a  tall,  rangy beauty with  a  nomad's
stare, furrowed into the abyss for Hades' displeasure? Or
was she a three foot tall grey-skinned alien with black,
almond-shaped eyes and a huge skull? It was real that
the most unusual thing took place, sometimes, whereby
the  depictions  were  slightly accurate,  but  by the  time
Ancient Greece rolled around, prehistoric cave paintings
and  misbegotten  petroglyphs  had  taken  their  tolls  on
celebrity egos, and Hecate, the famous Hecate, preferred
to be deified accurately. And while far worse actions into
the cultures of past years took place, it was real that this
was  still  a  stark  act  of  trespassing,  insofar  as  other
civilisations  were  decided.  And  so  Atlantis  got  a
negative  reputation  even  here,  not  least  for  their
ballyhoo  in  crossing  over  to  the  actual  surface  –  for
revelry and madness ditto. But yes, it was true, that the
clever  “crustaceans”  (as  Atlantis  called  them  –  the
persons who resided on the crust of the Earth, a nasty
pun!) were those who could take the slightest prods and
make  opuses  from  them.  Had  Mel  any  preparation
against this futuristic society, and their weasely ways... if
they were the rampaging brats of outer space that had
further managed to even conceal it inside more insidious
moots  as  described? If  he  were to  “take on” Hecate's
beloved  crustacean?  It  augured  poorly,  even  with  the
entire  Western  military  in  his  armament,  which,



incidentally, he had – because General Evan Orzad had
interlocked his timeline with American and English and
Canadian  top  secret  clearance  timelines  for  this
particular operation. They had a basic investment, it was
true,  in  the  project  –  in  which  they  were  invited  to
participate.  And  so  Mel,  in  his  first  weeks  at  the
academy, really did live from hunch to hunch about how
he was somehow a kind of intergalactic underdog. That's
what  it  felt  like,  generally speaking,  for  him to be an
ANZUS soldier (Australia, New Zealand, United States)
he was sure... in the context of world affairs, only. What
wrong  had  his  “side”  committed?  Was  it  the
interventional  tactics  of  the  west  that  stirred  ill  the
sentiments of international communities,  and somehow
made  him  feel  he  was  up  against  the  burgeoning
majority?  It  was  too  sick  to  contemplate  that  he  had
given his life up – literally, a mortal trust – to the wrong
team. He reconciled to himself that surely it was right to
“look  over  the  border”  – to  rescue.  This  was  the
beginning  of  his  intercourse  with  the  ideology  of
“forward-attack”...  because it  did simply fall  under  its
umbrella,  diplomatic  engagement,  that  is.  After  all,  if
you  look over  the  fence  first,  before  you  discover  an
inhumanity, it is a kind of favour to intelligence agencies
–  how could  they possibly know everything?  Who is
crying  out  for  help,  voted  with  America:  People
recounted tales of bleak warzones and rackets of missiles
and  bullets  airing  overhead...  hopelessness  and
squalour... and the sense of overwhelm at finally seeing
an  American  flag  patch  on  a  friendly  face's  combat
jacket...  We  are  free...  it  is  over...  they  would  think.
America  were  the  leaders  of  the  free  world,  but  as
goddess  Russia  had discovered,  their  greatest  enemies
nested  at  home.  High-ranking  military  circles  in  the



academy  knew  these  skeletons,  and  either  were
enmeshed  in  this  depravity,  or  silent  objectors  to  it.
Maybe, just maybe, revolution was afoot. Yea, the flag
of  America,  flying  two  ways...  for  aliens  viewed  it
entirely  differently.  They  were  hypocrites,  largely,
because they themselves reached over borders, such as
when in a similar fashion they detected for rescue Zack...
but it  was a difficult moral ground to oust them from,
since they weren't satanists. They saw the American flag
as a hate-cloth, whooshing in the holocaust of imperial
policies  that  economically  connected  back  to  the
dungeons, and the dragons. Indeed, other countries had
given up their bloody practices centuries and centuries
ago. In fact, Atlantis viewed flags in a historic way. The
use of a fabric to denote the conquering of an enemy
land, in some manifestations of glory, was ripped from
the battle armour – or body – of the defeated. A flying or
wavering  statement  in  a  cold moment  about  who you
had beaten forever. There was a way one could interpret
flags like this; that when you kill something or someone,
it  goes  on  the  design  of  the  flag,  but  vexillogies  did
account for a diversity of possible interpretations. Either
way,  it  was said that  when an Atlantian  looked at  an
American flag's  stars,  they would think,  “All  of  these
stars,  that  the  country  has  killed  and  placed  on  the
murder-twill  of  nation.  Surely,  its  population,  so
landlocked, are the reincarnations of universal fiends!”
But America, Australia and Canada and others were not
in space as star destroying agents – yet  – and had barely
mastered the  mind computer,  actually.  Indeed,  as  Mel
acquired achievement after achievement in the academy
for  his  aptitude at  sequencing,  it  became clear  to  him
that both the science and the ethics of the domain he was
experting  were  novel.  But,  it  was  still  incredibly



exciting. Though yes, it came true, his conversation with
Evan Orzad about a homicide of his old friend Zack one
day when he walked out of an engineering exam – one
of his final as a student before graduating – and spoke to
a senior officer who had pulled him aside.
“Mel, you're a top gun. You belong in a special access
project,” he started.
“Sir, I'd be honoured sir,” replied Mel curtly. 
“Allow me to pulse it to you,” he furthered. And then,
while  looking  up  and  to  the  right,  he  cerebrated  the
sequence to Mel, who received it immediately. It really
was one of the privileges of the military that people had
unlimited  access  (it  seemed)  to  the  potential  of  these
computers, as if to make themselves android. Mel stared
ahead  while  trying  to  maintain  his  conduct,  for  the
amazement  of  the  sequence.  He  remembered  Evan
Orzad's words, and was sure it was easier to believe it
was some kind of “military trick” or hazing statement...
but  his instinct throbbed harder again that  day that he
was living a lie to see it as any thing other than a portent.
Mel cerebrated: Sir, yes sir!
He had accepted to murder Zack, yes, but the order was
more complicated than that. He was to consign himself
to a top-secret military programming activity, designed
to leverage the mind computer to its  full  international
powers  and  attract  sponsors  of  conversation  from all
around  the  world.  He  was  literally  to  become  the
antagonist  –  an  agent  upon  which  all  of  karma  and
calamity  would  turn,  and  upon  which  good  could
prosper.  More  specifically,  he  was  ordered  to  torture
Zack indefinitely, until other militaries came to his aid
and  eventually  questioned  the  sanity  of  Australian
generals, so that they would give up their programming
keystrokes  and  radio  beam  cyphers.  It  was  a  fairly



mundane strategy, he erred to think, but indeed Orzad's
opera  appeared to  have some brilliance.  Yes,  upon all
timeline sciences, other nations would come to his aid,
and yes,  they would be provoked so heavily that  they
would enter into war philosophies that, if Mel did his job
right,  would be so breakneck and severe,  that it  could
spell the end of conflict on Earth. It was a sadistic and
deranged  schematic,  but  by  all  checks  and  balances,
Mel's antagonism to the rest of the entire planet – from a
bunker in the land down under – was to be so angering,
it  should have a nuclear impact upon peace, to say so
positively, twisted as it were. There was only one other
character, he did think, that was so important in all of
literature.  One person whose job it  was to  become so
karmic,  so  hateful  and  so  evil  that  positive  events
arranged around them – and the balance of the universe
could not restore without them. Yes, Mel knew it  in a
heartbeat. There was such a character. Such a puppeteer,
such a prince. He had to become the devil.



Chapter 11 – Hello, Old Friend

Zack was merely trying to  sort  through the electronic
chicanes that were interrupted with dream displays (by
way of the Russian Federation) when he heard a familiar
voice.
“Hey  mate,  you  should've  joined  the  military,”  Mel
began.
“So, you're torturing me?” Zack replied. 
“You messed up. You're an embarrassment to Australia.
Just look at your life. You're so weak,” he countered.
Mel proceded to program in a series of flashbacks into
Zack's head reminding him of his childhood. It appeared
by the military's presentation that he was frail and spoilt,
like an immature outlier  in a strong, modern brood of
youths. 
“Maybe  you're  taking  my  life  out  of  context,”  Zack
spoke aloud.
“You know you're weak,” Mel answered.
“It's been weeks. I'm sick of being zapped. Was it you all
along? Is  this  your  unveiling?” Zack shrugged,  barely
energetic to follow the possibility thereof, due to fatigue
from  minor  but  consistent  electrocution  to  his  entire
body (but mostly his head).
“You don't have a suave friend named Hecate, bro. It's
just The Australian Military. We made it all up for you,
just as an advanced ego-torture. A switcheroo, to pull the
rug out  from underneath you at  the  last  moment,  just
when you're really puffed up,” Mel aggressed.
It was clear that they had combed through his mind and
found  the  moments  where  he  had  telepathised  with
Hecate – why didn't she wipe these from the computer?
Surely,  they couldn't  spin the  meeting he'd  had? With
both her and then the special forces unit?” 



“How do you explain my run-in with her then, and your
mil' mates?” Zack uttered, wearily. His rapport with Mel
was shattered, as was he.
“You're  seeing  things.  It's  a  powerful  hallucination
technology, and you're not going to talk about it again,”
Mel advanced.
And then he proceeded to shock and voltaically assault
Zack, segment by segment of his somatotype. It was too
much. All Zack could picture, in his potentially reverse-
programmed  imagination  (The  Australian  Army  had
already  proven  that  they  could  entirely  constrict  his
visualising  abilities  by looping  three  particular  videos
over  and  over  into  his  brain:  One,  an  image  of  him
playing  cricket  with  his  father,  two,  an  old  male
television  comedian  wearing  blush  and  mascara  and
feigning  surprise,  and  three,  an  image  of  another
comedian grinning wildly, but against the backdrop of a
cartoon  kapow-bubble.  He  wasn't  sure  what  the
strangulation of his visual  cortex in those themes was
supposed to  convey,  but  he  was sure  that  at  least  the
Australian  Defence  Force  in  the  groups  that  were
harassing him thought they were funny) was the image
of  Mel,  in  a  gunner's  hard  hat,  hulking  and crouched
over  a  computer.  He  reminded  Zack of  some  kind  of
mole,  digging  and  burrowing  to  whatever  unfettered
outcome the military licensed of him. This image was a
persistent  poltergeist  that  didn't  relent  until  finally,  he
heard Hecate's voice in his head.
“I'll  make them take a break.  Hold on,”  she caressed.
And  take  a  break  they  did,  immediately.  Zack  and
Hecate were alone in his mind. 
“Is  this  the  price  of  seditious  poetry?”  Zack  thought
towards her, wherever she might have been. She placed a
hand on his shoulder. Right next to him!



“Maybe,  but  you've  been  timelined  anyway.  It's  all
timelines. Your soul path is your own to embrace, though
currently, rime is the intersecting activity where I arrive
and the local martial influence ramps up. They see you
as  a  hub of  alien activity,  a  reckless  muse-ee,  and  of
Russian interest. But they know it's not Russia, if they're
honest.  And  they knew aliens  would  show up.  That's
Evan Orzad's – the general who masterminded this sortie
on  you  –  most  top  secret  component  to  this  assault,”
Hecate explained. 
She  went  on  to  elucidate  that  Zack's  torturers,  Mel
chiefly, had been tasked to damage Zack's soul matter so
much  that  it  would  disturb  the  fabric  of  all  of
connectivity.  Such  a  science  apparently presided  over
sentience,  whereby a  consciousness  “sinew” of  a kind
had a  particular  representation all  across  the  universe.
Evan Orzad knew this,  and sought to rip it  apart  – in
order to  court the universe.  Yes, he figured it were the
same  as  the  nuclear  bomb flyover  conspiracies  which
entailed that in the twentieth century, human beings had
attracted  new  extra-terrestrial  visitations  through  their
detonation of atomic weapons. Evan felt if he could nuke
the soul, it would be the same... that blips would show
up on screens far and away in other galaxies, and new
and interesting groups would find Earth on their radars.
This was only one element to his plan, but it was already
Mephistophelian, to be sure. And, yes, in the tradition of
all good melodramas – that life ought to offer – all of a
sudden,  streamed a  pantheon of  men and women into
Zack's house, adorned with the most unusual of all garb,
dark-purple neon shirts that seemed kevlar, aluminium-
coloured  gloves,  turtle-necks  and  rugged,  iridescent
bottoms that reminded him of cargo pants, except they
had no pockets and were more flowy,  like fisherman's



trousers – and they all wore pellucid sunglasses. One of
them, a man, sprinted into the middle of his house and
punched  his  fist  into  the  floor  of  Zack's  basement.  A
huge surge of electricity rippled around his fist, upwards
the delt and outwards his head, like a static discharge of
pure  potentiality.  He  looked  right  at  Zack,  and  said
nothing, and then looked at Hecate.
“I always cross over,” he said, smartly.
“What  are  you  even  doing  here.  Did  you  clip  my
timeline  again?”  she  asked,  half-smiling,  more  taken
aback; the mathematics of events involving Apollo were
usually  defiant  logic,  all-consuming  the  age.  Hecate
referred  to  the  fact  that  Apollo  must  have  edited  his
relationship to her timeline in the event where he would
arrive to Zack's  house.  Otherwise,  it  would have been
the most  ordinary day,  as  usual.  Timeline editing was
reserved  for  the  most  bothersome  civilisations,  really,
she thought.
“So you've decided to karmically cheat again, Apollo?”
she chided.  It's  true – Apollo would have to have the
mind's  eye  sequences  of  every  person  on  Earth  on  a
constant rolling edit in order for human beings to avoid
discovering in their meta-sequences (hunches, and more)
that  an  alien  had  crossed  over.  Hecate's  timeline  was
unusual – she had spent so much time on Earth that she
somehow snuck into the atmosphere of the planet with
little  editing,  but  Apollo's  occasional  splashes  were  a
self-fulfilling prophecy; he rarely came, and so he rarely
came. But then, this time, Apollo had, and he had not
come alone. An entourage of similarly intimidating men
and women circled around Zack,  while  Apollo finally
turned to him.
“We got rid of the special forces living in your house,”
he bragged.



“Thank you. Who are you?” Zack frowned.
“Apollo.  I've reduced your  ability to  receive telepathy
from  other  conscious  sources  when  we  talk.  It's  a
sequence I have in my sequences that does that.  So, I
don't take offense to the fact that you didn't instead catch
the drift of my identity,” he sternly spoke.
“Right,” Zack replied.
“They're  coming,”  another  man  announced.  Apollo
offered a nervous glance to some of the other men and
women in the room, and at once, a giant alarm blared. It
rang  through the  streets  like  the  war  siren  to  end all
shofars, digital and analog.
“So,  welcome  to  the  secret  war  of  Earth,”  Hecate
commented, occupying a cool reserved only for people
who had a background in military conflicts, indubitably. 
Apollo remained and talked telepathically out of psychic
earshot  of  Zack  for  a  while  to  Hecate,  and  then
addressed her aloud. 
“Why can't we find Merertha?” he complained.
“Who's  Merertha?”  Zack  sprung  up,  assuming  the
audible  conversations  of  the  telepathic  group  were
staged for his participation, anyway. 
“Someone we meta-karmically allowed to arrive into our
galaxy,” Apollo said, almost haughtily.
Hecate  continued,  “We permitted your  torture because
we thought she might turn up. It's the same concept we
rely on that I exposed to you in mind-share...  the one
Evan Orzad invented. We're beneficiaries. I'm sorry.” 
Zack knew it. He could smell that the Atlantian group, as
they  had  telepathically  informed  him  they  styled
themselves, were not completely forthright. 
“So it's not a karmic management strategy to avoid being
discovered after all,” he said.
Hecate  gave  a  twisted  smile,  and  the  room darkened.



This group was powerful and two-faced, and he knew it.
It  was  at  that  point  that  Zack  dared  to  look  out  the
window. He could see an Australian jet flying. Or so he
assumed.
“What's going on?” he demanded.
“They're  flying  to  America.  David,  the  chief  of  The
Australian Air Force, is bombing the Area 51 complex,”
she said calmly.
“Why on Earth would he do that?” Zack wisened; it was
clearly  Atlantis'  fault.  He  was  only  partly  correct,
however, and the real truth lay in a secret fracas that had
been  ongoing  between  America  and  Australia  for
decades. The Air Force had finally stood up to the other
branches of The Australian Military – the practitioners of
murder clubs and worse – and decided to put an end to
it. They had to beat wipe-control to get as far as to stand
up to the root of the cause, which was the programming
team in Nevada. Apollo cerebrated the full explanation
to Zack in micro-quanta, to avoid having to explain it
aloud or even in language psychically.
“So,  you're telling me that  a  group of  thirty men and
women who live in the middle of America run the planet
hierarchically,  all  world  governments,  all  militaries  –
except  for  China  and  Russia  and  North  Korea  –
essentially anyone America hates – and every now and
then, when Australian Air Force personnel recover their
memories that have been wiped,  they jump right back
into their raptors and try to bomb the lights out of the
U.S.A. desert? You're telling me that Russia and China,
and Korea, are under measured instruction from different
alien  groups  to  play a  slow hand,  and  Australia  have
different relationships in space which don't protect them
from what you're describing?” Zack clarified.
“It gets weirder,” Apollo furthered, “You have to put it in



the context of the fact that we have had our own contact
with human beings over a long timeline. We're almost
like  a  parent  species,  and these are  your  new friends,
which is fine. But Australia's new “friends” are engaged
in the same conflict we are. Space is war. It's endless,
vertically,  and  thirty men  and  women  in  America  are
very lucky to be the coddled darlings of, well, the highly
negative gangs we have been sallying for thousands of
years.  Every Earth  war  has  been  a  proxy battle,  with
certain groups watched over and others the belligerents.
I  can  read  your  mind,  Zack.  It's  exactly like  goddess
Russia told you. It started with Kievan Rus. The world
needed the miracle of God to emulsify the sinners and
the saints. We are the crusaders from Atlantis, at least,
we are this century.”
“Ok,  and what  about  Merertha,  how does  she fit  into
this?” Zack rapped. 
“Merertha is a hypothesis that we have about a single
programmer who technologically civilised Atlantis. We
think that she exists, is a woman, and is in her forties.
We think she will physically arrive and help us solve our
political problems and our military dilemmas once they
reach a certain tipping point. And we think that she is
coming now,” replied Apollo.
A  tragic  series  of  images  was  sequence-pulsed  into
Zack's head. Hundreds of Australian soldiers had been
brutally killed, their heads pulled through the dusty lanes
of  the  badlands of  America.  A tattered Australian flag
was knotted around David's head, and The Australian Air
Force mourned their desperate attempt back in Canberra,
from whence they had secretly deployed the raptors.
“We'll wipe them – and  everyone else – then. And re-
figurate David's head back to his body, and the rest of
them, and let them try again,” Hecate lamented.



“Wait, he's not dead? You're planning on resurrecting all
of them?! How do you even kill someone, then?” Zack
exploded.
“Different conversation,” Hecate said, distracted, pulling
a  small  phone-looking  device  out  of  her  pocket,  and
tapping at it. 
“Done,” she chirped. 
“Your alien friends might have sycophanted to America,
by  the  way,  Zack,  and  now  you're  a  little  empty  of
camaraderie as a nation,” Apollo smirked. 
“Who will help us, then?” Zack yelped. 
Apollo, without missing a beat, removed his sunglasses.



Chapter  12 – Merertha And Pine
Gap 

Apollo  had  no  sooner  taken  off  his  eyewear  in  a
statement of cool that an explosion had boomed within a
kilometre  of  Zack's  house.  The  windows  rattled  and
ornaments edged to their  ledges,  and like that,  Apollo
accelerated  a  doppler  toward  some  unknown  outside
affray.  The other of Hecate's kind followed Apollo, so
Zack  and  she  were  immediately  alone...  Zack
subsequently gripped by visuals beamed to his head of
corpses  dragged  by  the  ankles  via  misbehaving
American soldiers.  Some of the dead men and women
had  Australian  insignia  on  their  military  uniforms.
Hecate glanced at Zack, and he assumed that she could
read his thoughts. 
“Let's get out of here,” she whined.
“Where exactly are we going?” Zack defended, visibly
tittilated. 
“Anywhere  but  here.  Eh,  Pine  Gap,”  she  relented,
relaying presumably sensitive information to his brain. 
She placed her hand outstretched toward his, and posited
a mere momentary eyeball, since Zack grabbed her hand
relatively quickly by all intuitions, and Hecate broke eye
contact as soon as the grip had been made to whisk Zack
at the (it were as if) speed of light to the province of the
Australian Northern Territory. Zack peeked from behind
the desk that  they had near-teleported to,  and,  Hecate
stood up and strode towards the other end of the room.
Time appeared to have slowed down, because the clocks
in the office he observed had stopped ticking and a few
human  beings  were  mercilessly  still.  Yes,  even  as



powerless as dummies (zoomed past by the superluminal
extra-Earth  terrestrials)  were,  they  still  looked
formidable. They were dripping with rank, faces worn as
if  from perpetual  sneering...  Zack was positive he had
infiltrated  a  compound  of  the  utmost  secrecy;  Hecate
alchemised into her silvery silhouette body again... and
engaged in hand-to-hand combat. Two other silhouettes
were  present,  and  they  were  both  moving  in  stunted
motion, swinging fists at one another. Hecate tackled the
taller  one,  and  held  it  to  the  ground  while  the  other
lumbered over like a moonwalker, to lay knuckles into
its  astral  face.  The  shorter,  other  silhouette  that  had
arrived  earlier  was  throwing haymaker  after  the  other
and  functioned  to  have  some  kind  of  extraordinary
strength in each punch, it visually seemed. Just at that
juncture, Apollo whirred and sat next to Zack.
“What is this?” Zack mouthed, his gob animating like it
were underwater.
“You're in time-stop. Fights in time-stop can go forever.
Once  again,  please  feel  welcome  to  the  undisclosed
hostilities of the universe you once knew. The warfare?
It knows no ceiling... we all become proxies in the end,
and it  just  goes up and up,  as far  as I  know,” Apollo
leveled.
And, in a now-predictive mode, Apollo zipped off after
having spoken;  he joined the shimmering-matter  fight.
Then,  after  a few seconds,  it  were  as  if  someone had
sprayed liquid nitrogen at the belligerence... each strike
met with colossal inertia, but for a few moments only,
and  then  simply  ground  to  a  halt.  Zack  could  hear
footsteps in the next office. He knew he was in a special
kind  of  strife  –  marooned in  the  middle  of  Australia,
with  his  Atlantian  escort  restrained  by  some  kind  of
technology, it was apparent, that could even trump time-



stop. 
The  doorknob  began  to  twist,  and  out  walked  a
specifically tall  woman with purple hair,  a  utility belt,
and silver-black shiny clothes, similar  to the ones that
Hecate and her mates had donned, but more mesh-like
and ostensibly tougher. 
“I am Merertha,” she announced. And then she walked
over  to  Zack,  and  grabbed  his  wrist,  and  tugged him
towards  a  spiraling,  glimmering  warp-portal  that  he
hadn't noticed the room contained. 
“If you want to make a pair of old men happy, you can't
disturb the set up. You're not allowed to even handle a
gun,  in  order  to  win.  The  Luddite  must  prevail,”  she
commented, rolling her eyes.
“Why would I care,” Zack counter-argued.
“Because they are not actually men, and on a truer self
level,  you're  sycophantic  to  the  meta-quantum
opportunity to meet them and obtain their technological,
medicinal and societal advantages. One of the flaws of
the design of their experiment.” 
“I wish to exit this experiment, I think,” Zack replied.
“It's still highly risky to your relationship to the rest of
the universe if you start wielding weapons of any sort.
You kind of have a learner plate on your dorsal at the
moment – as soon as you pick up even a pistol,  your
sympathetic  facade  wears  off.  Right  now,  you're
someone to protect.  Unless,  of  course,  I  know you as
well as I do, and you just want to go home, and don't
want  for  anything  militaristic  –  which  suits  the
architecture of that experiment anyway,” she continued.
“You're quite right I want to go home,” Zack insisted.
“Can you make the torture stop?” 
“Yeah, I can, but you're going to want to see something
first.”  



Instantly, Zack and Merertha were in his home again. It
had been trashed.
“Who did this?” Zack protested.
“Mel,”  Merertha  uttered.  “He's  looking  for  any
technology that another group might have installed in the
house. An old-fashioned method of snooping, to be sure,
but there's a quantum formula for its success. After all, if
you  rough  up  a  house,  the  ownership  meta-heuristics
change  and gain more  nano-alignment  with your  own
heuristics,  and  then  you  can  incorporate  the  meta-
heuristics from those heuristics into a search algorithm.
Everything is steampunk in the future, right?” Merertha
joked.
“Why did I have to see this before the torture stopped?”
Zack curtly returned to the topic.
“Because  you  need  the  meta-heuristic.  Of  enmity
towards Mel. And I didn't  say I could stop the torture
immediately.  I  would  have  done  that  for  you  already.
Anyway,  you  need  to  revile  Mel.  It  might  not  sound
Christian,  but  archangels revile evil  in The Bible,  and
there's  a  thermomechanics  to  spirituality,  where,  well,
Mel has become so evil that you have to despise him in
some amount in order for you to resonate with the moral
centre of the universe at all,” Merertha opined.
“What has he done?” Zack quizzed.
“He might have sold his soul,” Merertha replied, almost
fearfully. 
“You look nervous,” Zack admonished. 
“Yes. It goes up and up, just like Apollo told you. I can
read that thought. And when you sell your soul to evil,
the most powerful, negative galaxies can equip you to be
fearsome, even if you are an infant in the cosmos. It's
almost their favourite sport to play. Now, as hard as it is
to believe, all Mel has to do is stare at you, and you'll be



sequenced  to  submit  to  his  authority.  Allow  me  to
introduce you to the dark history of the militaries of your
world,” Merertha chided.
All of a sudden, a stream of head-to-toe black-adorned
soldiers  tore  into  Zack's  house,  the  laser-targets  from
their  semi-automatic  weapons  tracing  the  walls  to  the
accompaniment  of  extremely  loud  shouting.  The
bellicose  intruders  immediately  dropped  after  a  few
seconds,  and  Merertha's  gaze  switched  while  her
eyebrows furrowed. This person – if they were they a
person, they certainly looked human – was in complete
control of the deaths that had just transpired. Zack once
again had flashes into his mind of screaming, horrified
Australian soldiers in the American dungeon that Sasha
had identified. He had begun to understand who Sasha
was,  too,  via  sequencing  help  (whether  from Atlantis,
Merertha,  or  whomever).  The  more  the  torture  radio
beam  came  in,  incidentally,  the  more  the  data  and
sequence  stories  were  inlaid  into  his  cortex.  He
wondered which came first!
Merertha  preempted  him,  “The  data  came  first.  On  a
timeline.  You  were  timelined.  Everything  is  timeline.
Again, this is the future you are living in now.”
Zack felt  augmented.  He wondered if  he was still  the
same  meek  soul,  slinging  a  rock  from  a  pouch  at  a
terrible Goliath. 
Merertha  followed  his  thoughts  again.  “No,  you  are,
because it's just other people talking to you... or digitally
yelling at you. You're not actually in the possession of
how that pans out. Or any weapons. You're without any
say or control. Just a recipient. You're still Saint David,
mate.”
“I have a question,” Zack inquired fastidiously.
“Shoot,” replied Merertha.



Merertha  caught  his  impulse  to  generate  the  question,
and provided the explanation before he had verbalised
anything whatsoever. Telepathy was an acquired skill.
“Time-stop is over. Those soldiers I can deal with easily
were outside of the time-stop that I interrupted, too. So,
no, nothing to worry about there,” Merertha explained.
“Where's  Hecate,  then?”  Zack  caught  himself  asking.
After all, he wasn't sure if he could trust Hecate, and felt
that his Q&A should be limited to restoring the balance
of his life.
“She's  coming  back,  but  they're  in  an  armed  conflict
right  now,”  Merertha  claimed.  “But,  I  have  to  go.
Speaking of armed conflicts, right? Remember to pray,
Zack.” 
Merertha blinked as if to press a button with her eyelids,
vanishing her from sight. She had rescued Zack from the
contest  in  the  secret  compound,  not  from torture.  His
problem remained the same, but, at least now he felt he
owned a choice: He could abnegate the sequencing help
that he was getting from whichever source, and perhaps
reverse  the timeline where he was being punished for
having access to such computer interactions. Whatever
device,  wherever  it  was  plugged in,  he  wished they'd
pick  it  up  and  defenestrate  it  –  he  didn't  need  the
destined cerebrations and new era cognitions. He wanted
peace  of  mind.  So,  he  intended  as  powerfully  as  he
could, I don't want the sequences anymore. Surely they'll
read it somewhere, he thought. 
Hecate returned, “I saw you do that,” she laughed.
“Why are you laughing?” Zack pleaded.
“You have no idea how irreversible your knowledge base
is  to  the  classification agencies  of  Earth who,  further,
know you have a group who will just pulse it back even
if they wipe it!”



“You'd be that group, wouldn't you” Zack muttered.
“No, but we have an idea who it is,” Hecate sighed.
“Who?” Zack demanded.
Before  she  could  answer,  Mel's  voice  appeared  in  his
head. 
“Quit hobnobbing me, brother,” Mel sniggered.
At this point, Hecate stood up for Zack. 
“Zack was timelined to hobnob the person he knows in
the military, and there's only you. The military makes an
example of him to prove the adage that the civilian will
hobnob the military forever, and that it justifies absolute
power. Incorruptible as you wish you were, it's fortunate
for logic that the civilian doesn't absolutely hobnob you.
It's a sick and incomplete demonstration,” Hecate spoke
calmly.
“And,  Hecate,  what  is  it  that  comprises  a  legitimate
demonstration?” Mel spoke evilly.
Zack couldn't even believe the register he was hearing
from his old former buddy.
“Maybe death,” Hecate replied, and at once, she warped
Mel into Zack's basement, the scruff of his collar in her
clasp, the entirety of his body being shoved backwards
as she screamed, “Die!” 



Chapter 13 – Apollo! Fiasco!

Hecate rushed Mel forward with supersonic momentum,
thumping him excruciatingly into the wall. 
“What  are  the  codes  that  the  U.S.  military  have
sequestered for Atlantis?” she barked, her forearm across
his  adam's  apple,  pressing  harder  and  harder.  She
tunnelled  into  his  eye  sockets  with  hatred  and
unforgiving  seriousness.  The  pressure  became  more
intense by the millisecond. 
“I... I don't know,” Mel lied. 
Hecate tightened her grip with revulsion, and squeezed
Mel's neck until he began to choke.
“We'll  bomb  your  puny cities  to  scree!”  she  shouted
furiously.
“I know nothing,” Mel lied again.
“Time to die, mortal...” she finished, while receiving an
electronic telegram (by sequence) from Atlantians back
on  the  dark  lunar  surface  –  that  Mel  had  enough
consternation sequences to leak basic data that could be
crunched to produce the codes. All Mel had to do was
meet an American soldier a third-order node away from
the  information,  and  it  was  now  he  had  sung  like  a
canary. 
“You'll pay,” Mel spat.
“I  should  kill  you,”  Hecate  sneered,  with  unbridled
disgust. Immediately, she could feel a burning sensation
on  her  nape,  and  before  Atlantis  could  improve  the
transmission  of  sequences  to  her  in  real  time,  an
alternative sequence told her quite calmly:
“This  is  The  Australian  Army.  You  are  being  taken
hostage  at  the  command  of  The  Australian  Defence
Force. You have no royal right to resist.” 
Her first thought - apart from the terror that she felt at



being kidnapped by the hellhounds of Australasia – was
that  it  was peculiar  that  T.A.A. still  imputed the legal
tenure they had to do as  they pleased!  They did it  in
conjunction with the fact that they were a monarchical
army who,  ultimately,  justified extenuating war  orders
with  the  legal  invocation  that  accompanied  royal
commands over in England.  Yes,  she was surrounded.
Hecate had to let Mel go in order to meander forward,
with her hands raised – and she did so into the path of a
striding general. 
“You'll talk,” he shed, like the skin of a snake that was
ready to deposit, for its uselessness; they could read her
mind excellently at such close proximity.
“Phooey.  We'll  wipe  the  life  out  of  you,”  she  said,
neutrally,  due  to  half-expecting  her  technologically
superior civilisation to bust into the fracas immediately.
The moment never came, however,  and Zack was left
alone in the room, while Hecate was frogmarched out of
it. Evan Orzad approached him with an evil panache.
“The god that you worship is a psy-op, created by Israel
to disempower foreign militaries. Wasn't Christ killed by
the soldiers? Look at  you,  thinking you know history.
You  either  forego  your  faith,  or  you  admit  that  you
prefer to hobnob the Israeli  Defence Forces instead of
us. Everyone hobnobs the military,” Evan finished.
“I don't renounce Christ,” Zack maintained.
“You'll never get there, because you're a soft, little sack
of bull. You know the truth, but you're too frightened to
admit it. Be like Jesus, and stand up to the establishment,
rather than supporting it, and the story of power – the
martial arc,” he berated.
“I won't renounce Christ, ever,” Zack asseverated.
“Then who will stand up for you, when I have Mel kill
you?” Orzad orated, perambulating his basement.



“Let this be a video substantiation, to all students at the
academy,  and  an  example  that  Australia  makes  only
once.  Yes,  we  are  a  multi-faith  country,  and  yes,  the
civilian is free to explore the lifestyle they prefer. We are
the lucky country.  But that's what  they tell  you,  when
you are a civilian. Now, you are in my world. The real
world. In the real world, there's a gunner on a ship in the
Pacific Ocean who'll shoot down a plane of Aussies en
route to Singapore, just to nab some white skins – unless
we can countermand their force with the correct threats.
Who holds the weapon, and shoots the man between the
eyes to vouch for Australia's safety? The religious man?
No. He puts down his weapon. And he gets shot,  and
other people get shot. And the enemy wins. And we hang
him as a spy. Because you're either for us, or, you are
ideologically against us. Zack, you know you are against
us. You Kazakh spume. You can't  feel  what it is to be
Australian, what it is to love England and the Union Jack
in the exact  amount  that  it  is  represented on the flag.
You're swathed in something different.  That's  why the
system doesn't appeal to you, son.  It's our system,” and
Evan Orzad's eyes narrowed, like a racist man revealed,
a  hundred  years  of  revenge  broiling  in  his  irises,  an
alienation  of  the  soul  from  the  ever  possibility  of
lenience loose. 
“Why is Russia a Christian army, then, if it's an Israeli
psy-op?” Sasha interposed, holding a laser pistol out into
the  room;  it  didn't  matter  who  she  pointed  it  at...
sequences  could  assassinate  people  easily...  this  was
more  of  a  gesticulation,  expounded  heartily  from the
halls of the Russian F.S.B..
“You tiny, arrogant woman!” Orzad ejected.
“She  got  in  here  through  a  backdoor  they've  been
exploiting  for  weeks.  We  have  no  idea  how they are



consistently able to make such successful infractions,” a
soldier  in  the  rear  of  the  room  commented.  His
invigilating  tone  was  completed  by  robotics-heavy
clothing, black and shiny from top to foot. 
“We'll kill everyone you ever loved,” Sasha's accomplice
spoke. He and Sasha were two only, but the entire room
appeared to be suspended by their  flank's programmer
power, at least.
“The Russian Federation condemn the use of kidnapping
to  influence  international  relationships  and other  non-
domestic  policies  and  arbitrate  that  you  must  release
Zack from the torture, and also from the childish combat
fantasy of yours that he should occupy... the square off
against his boyhood friend,” Sasha declared.
Without warning, Sasha and her partner flashed outside
and The Australian Military completely followed them,
leaving Zack alone. 
Run, a voice in his head fixed. And so he ran. He pathed
the streets without looking back, familiar road after the
other,  passing  a  local  park  and  hurdling  a  metal
impediment twisting out of the ground, designed to stop
bicycles, presumably. He reached a lookout point, where
he could see the skyline of his home city. He could hear
blood-curdling cries  in  the  distance,  and he  wondered
how many neighbours would have to be wiped by The
Australian  Military  and  their  allies.  At  that  point,  he
could have expected little, statistically, for the turbulent
tumult so far in his day – even in the context of daily
torture – so it came as a surprise the next development in
his saga that a man in an expensive-looking suit walked
up to him from nowhere.
“There are no rules, young Zack,” spoke the man.
“Who are  you?  This  is  becoming  difficult  to  follow,”
Zack returned earnestly.  He felt  a pang of trust in the



direction of the gentleman. He had a Russian accent, too.
“There are no rules,” the man continued. “Russia has the
frontier  of  science  in  its  handshake.  We  will  never
disagree with the unfolding of its logic. We have been
given everything.”
“Everything?” Zack replied, almost amused at himself.
“I  have  been  dead  for  hundreds  of  years,  but  clever
technological processes have allowed me a re-inspiration
of  consciousness,  and  a  new  somatotype.  Would  you
believe me if  I told you I  worked for the C.I.A.?” he
tested.
“What?!” Zack blurted.
“I'm joking.  This is  a Russian sense of humour that  I
share,  to  fraternise  on  the  topic  of  our  enemies.  And
unlike they, I have the privilege of the greatest forefronts
of scholarship's fruits. I am alive.”
“Who are you, then?” Zack requested.
“Alexander  Bortnikov,”  he  said,  his  vision  focusing
vaguely in the scope of the ambush that Russia had made
on his home.
“The  Alexander Bortnikov?” Zack challenged.  He had
no idea how the person should resemble, but he knew
the historical figure.
“Yes,  the  former  Director  of  the  F.S.B..  And  we  are
hunting for Atlantis as well. But we don't break the rules
of the universe like Australia and America do. This... is a
hate crime, your torture.” 
Bortnikov  smiled  pleasantly,  and  walked  off.  His
mechanical  employ  was  impressive  –  his  body
materialised into a shadow, and then he was away.
Zack knew Bortnikov from school – that he had helped
Vladimir Putin annex the Crimean region in response to
the unilateral behaviour of N.A.T.O., the mega-army of
the  day that  had  amassed  its  intimidations  around the



globe,  but  for  the  bastions  of  a  more  multi-polar
structure to the planet. The western media had portrayed
the Russian thinkers as megalomaniacs, operating on a
bucket list  to restore the U.S.S.R.,  but the two-handed
view  of  yesteryear  had  eventually  prevailed,  and
centuries later, people saw the events for what they were:
A masterstroke of geopolitical sagacity,  curated by the
true leaders of the free world: The ones who advocated a
bipartisan (at the minimum) military Earth. The Ukraine
could never join N.A.T.O., they said – and it never did.
Textbooks  forever  regarded  these  developments  as  a
milestone in  the  timeline of  Earth politics,  whereby a
sovereign  nation  acted  outside  its  own  borders  in  the
interests  of  the  greater  good  of  cultural  preservation,
rather  than  in  the  trite  ambit  of  western  democracy-
exporting. To have born witness to the resuscitation of
this  important  hero  of  Russia  felt  like  a  Christian
miracle, almost. But, speaking of miracles, it were as if
they were in many acts, and longform, today. For as soon
as  Bortnikov  had  left,  Apollo  arrived,  and  explained
much.
“We're in trouble. Australia doesn't have enough crude
power  to  kidnap  Hecate  effectively.  But  the  group
American made friends with, the Centaurians, do. And
we're worried what else they are capable of. This is one
of  the  child groups of  one of the  warfaring groups in
space. Like I told you, it goes up and up,” he purveyed
trenchantly. 
“Right,” Zack assisted.
“You can't fight, Zack. You have to stay and watch over
your family, and be as Christian as you can. That's how
you win.  That's  the  science of  the  universe.  There's  a
harmonics  to  everything,  and  groups  will  watch  over
you. God works in mysterious ways. God works for you



if you are in resonance with him.”
“And what about  love?” Zack mocked. He'd had it.  It
was clear this Atlantian group knew the secrets of  the
universe.  He  felt  they  were  hanging  it  over  him,
demeaning him semiotically, word after word, each all
somehow more eloquent for the passage of eons.
“Romantic love is just licentiousness. The Romans killed
Jesus, remember? Real love, is from God. Real love is
sacrifice, happiness and the end of sin.”
And  they  embraced,  with  the  hug  of  a  thousand
millennia's wisdom somehow enveloping them both, as
Zack  burst  into  tears,  somehow  sure  that  Apollo  did
indeed love him perfectly as a brother.



Chapter  14  –  A  Complicated
Demon

As Apollo escorted Zack home, it was evident that the
free-for-all had migrated elsewhere. Almost in response,
the sky was strewn with clouds that were pregnant with
precipitation,  adjunct  a  splendid  rainbow.  Maybe  this
was the beauty of Atlantis, erupting through the crust of
the Earth... the paintbrush of the gods, given over to God
as  if  finally,  in  some  kind  of  defiant  disposal  of
technologism forever. 
“Are you ready to commit to the light of the universe,
where it is illuminating the crevices of every psyche, the
all  of the creator?” Apollo spoke, in hushed tones. He
expedited his meaning, “I don't want to watch you die.”
“You'll live forever, won't you?” Zack conversed.
“Yes,” Apollo replied.
“What  is  there  to  do,  when  you  have  infinite  time?”
Zack posed.
“Service,” Apollo stated emphatically.
The  dazzling  rainbow  above  their  heads  sung  out  to
them,  like  a  spiral  of  aurora,  summoning  their  most
deep-seated desires. A storm was astir.
 “What will happen to Hecate?” enquired Zack.
“We've  clone-swapped  her.  No  one  will  notice.  But,
that's the level of civilisation we are dealing with – that
we  must  do  that.  We  just  wipe  them,  when  they
understand  they've  been  duped.  It's  a  causal
minimisation  strategy to  placate  the  Centaurians,  yes,
which impugns us...? No... we can engage them. There's
technology we have that they don't. But that goes both
ways.  It's  complicated,  Zack”  Apollo  mumbled.  His
attention was elsewhere.  And just like that, he departed



Zack's wing, a few hundred metres short of his home.
Barraging into the antechamber, Zack reached his abode
with more questions than answers. The clone of Hecate,
however,  occupied  an  alternative  mindset.  She  was
brimming  with  chutzpah,  as  she  sat,  sequence-pulsed
into a chair. Digital, invisible ropes kept her arms dead-
hanging, like she were a knuckle dragging neanderthal
sat inexplicably on a stool. But, all of Atlantis may as
well have been coding. And they relied on groups in the
penumbra of the programming world to click with them,
to  win  these  moments  to  their  own  cause  –  they had
mathematically accounted for the fact that some would
show  up,  including  Merertha's.  After  a  while,  a
moustached  general  traipsed  up  to  Hecate,  and  cross-
examined her. 
“Where's Atlantis?” he asked. 
“We don't call it that,” she grinned.
“What do you call it?” the man persisted.
“Kazakhstan,” Hecate beamed.
“You're funny,” he sounded in return.
“I'm  a  Trojan  horse.  I'm  letting  you  kidnap  me.  We
wiped our  memory of  the  arrangement  –  you'll  never
beat Atlantis,” she expressed. It was true, her and Apollo
and many Atlantians had wiped their own minds of the
knowledge they would allow Hecate to be snatched and
clone-swapped.  The  real  Hecate  luxuriated  back  in
Atlantis' lunar base and watched on with wrath.
“You'll never touch the real Hecate. I was clone-swapped
before you grabbed me,” she professed.
The corners of the room seemed to shrink towards the
footing of the general, as he remembered how complex
the tactics of this society were. He had been conned. At
once, the sequences reversed in Hecate's cerebral cortex,
and  she  was  free  to  move.  The  general  threw  an



apprehensive  face  at  a  nearby  fellow  general  on  a
computer, and they made for their holsters. The clone of
Hecate stood up and walked out of the room, as each of
the  men  were  sequence-locked  into  disfigured  coma
positions on the ground. At that point, Atlantis warped
out  the  clone,  and  their  “rescue”  of  Hecate  was
complete.  Though,  what  happened  next  (back  on  the
moon) baffled the computer jockeys of her community:
A magenta-haired woman beamed afore them. 
“If  you're  so  Christian,  why  don't  you  own  up  to
everything, and minister to the planet that you have such
a  love-hate  relationship  with?”  Merertha  suggested,
performing more to Apollo than anyone.
Apollo responded immediately, “Merertha.”
“Yes, I am Merertha,” she divulged. In the technological
spheres Atlantis occupied, unfathomable teleports were
within the realm of probability, not just possibility.
She continued to put into words, “I am here because you
wanted to meet your parent race. Well, here I am.” 
The small crowd of Atlantians huddled around Apollo,
instinctively  for  his  leadership,  and  expected  him  to
reveal something terrific in response to her, but all he did
was gape. 
“I guess it goes up and up,” is all he could communicate.
“Yes,” she uttered.
Merertha piked a saber into the linoleum of the Atlantian
base, and it glimmered bright white. 
“Now put your flag against this staff, because you are
sovereign,” she said, tearily.
The  gesture  was  diplomatic  but  maudlin  for  the
onlookers, until Merertha quietly slunk out of view, in a
hologram-looking fade. 
Hecate rose to her feet and looked Apollo right in the
eyes.



“She's right. Who here really loves God, even you? What
wonder, what church, what catechism? What have you
really done for the countries of Gaea? Why do they hate
us?” she directed.
Apollo affirmed. “Because they don't know Christ. And
it's their choice. We made it simple for them, or better,
God did. We inherited a character late for many people's
judgment, but that's what it is – man's judgment. Who
we are now, we have grace.” 
And  it  was  a  neat  epithet  for  the  moment  that  didn't
rumble  from  below,  the  chasm  of  years,  because
America had finally – in a task force arcane from even
their Australian compadres – discovered the base on the
moon!  A highly focused  laser  ripped apart  lunar  rock
from a sunken U.S. outpost,  drilled from thousands of
kilometres  west  of  the  Atlantian  station.  The  noise
subdued,  and  a  presumably  lesser-intensity  tool
substituted into usage to carve out the last of the floor
from America's subterranean mining. The deck gave out
and  a  swarm  of  American  soldiers  poured  into  the
Atlantian stronghold; a posse representing the thirty men
and women from the notorious barracks in the centre of
Nevada. 
“What an interesting timeline for Merertha to show up
on, just before we get invaded by Hades. What's she up
to?” Apollo grilled, in no particular cardinal.
“Oh,  hi,”  spoke  Sarah,  one  of  the  mob  that  had
trespassed Atlantis.
“Yeah, congratulations,” retorted Apollo.
Hand-to-hand  combat  manifested  unusually  in
engagements between scientifically sophisticated groups
in space, so Apollo assumed that America had come to
talk.
“You assume correctly,” Brian mind-read.



It  wasn't  clear  whose  sequence  was  loaded to  initiate
time-stop first,  but  what  was obvious was that  a crew
had  anticipated  both  groups  on  the  timeline,  and
inhabited time-stop earlier. 
“We police time-stop,” the group spoke.
“Balderdash,”  Apollo  mouthed.  But  the  soldiery  –  or
junta as it appeared they wished to represent themselves
– were armed to the teeth to back up their claims. Each
of the men – they were all male – were hypertrophically
muscular,  and had magazines diagonally sashed across
their singlets. Contrary to all cerebrations, America had
come to fight – they had their sequences on unwipe and
Apollo caught wind of it in a heartbeat... just as the time-
stop  police  re-arranged  around  the  scenery.  Promptly,
Brian, a seven foot tall behemoth of a man, leapt into the
air with a laser-scythe and designed it towards Hecate –
but  unhesitatingly,  one  of  the  time-stop  police  solely
blinked,  to  unveil  eyes  outright  white,  fluorescent
radiance cascading outwards for hundreds of kilometres
and bathing all present in a stinging dawn. Apollo keeled
over in agony, while Brian capsized like a boat, knocked
from the  aqua.  It  was  fair  to  observe  that  this  newly
arrived  group  possessed  incredible  technological
endowments.  With  the  two  combatants  relatively
disarmed, one of the police tramped forward – the same
that  had  detonated  light  upon  the  Atlantian  station,
straight through its windows and outside into space. 
“An  indigo  atmosphere  dwarfs  the  perplexities  of  the
denizens  of  the  planet  Neptune.  Our  home  is  safe,
because  the  Solar  System  is  guarded.  We  reject  the
aggression  of  Atlantis  and  America.  Desist  with  your
futile violence, and tolerate the restoration of peace,” he
enunciated.
“I've been to Neptune, and you don't live on Neptune,”



Apollo broke the silence to discourse. 
“We will never reveal where we live,” the police officer
replied.
“If the police of the Solar System exist, then they should
mediate the ends of evil. Squarely, this group in Nevada
are  villainous.  Who  are  you  to  judge  us?”  Hecate
pronounced.
“Let your own affairs be the speciality of your personal
causal circumstances,” the same man reacted.
Apollo retaliated to the merciless position taken by the
visitors, “You have got to be kidding us. Thousands of
years of pugnacious, warfaring, demonic actions. These
are the most evil thirty souls in the universe, surely, not
just the Solar System, or even The Milky Way Galaxy?
Who could sell out to the Centaurians so cheerfully?”
Sarah, one of the Nevadans, drawled, “We're wiped to
comply,  and  you  know  it.  Our  entire  soul  paths  are
computer-hijacked. That's why we have no sympathy for
Zack. He's been doing it for four years. We're walking,
living R.C. robots.  All  you ever said to us throughout
history was that we should make more Christian choices.
But  what  if  your  ethics  are  edited?  Your  morals  are
manipulated, by software? We've had this conversation
so many times.  Let  us free,  from your condescension.
What can we even do, other than submit to the hope that
one day, more programming power will somehow upturn
the wickedness of the Earth?”
Apollo fired back,  “You're delusional.  We grew up on
the same planet. How can you victimise yourselves to us
in one manoeuvre, and then behave as the assailant in
the  next?  We  made  more  godly  decisions,  when  we
could. It's that simple. You analyse a soul path, and you
can see the heuristics.”
Brian contended, “Our position has always been that we



are  meta-heuristically  mangled  by  an  even  more
abominable group than the Centaurians. It goes up and
up, Apollo.”
Apollo smirked. He alleged, “Yes.”
Brian  furthered.  “According  to  so  many  heuristics,  I
don't want to cannibalise human flesh. But then the pre-
heuristics are there. I'm nervous. What if I'm the worst?”
“You are the worst, Brian,” Apollo declared.
“We wish to die for what we have done. Can we ever be
saved?” Brian uttered.
“You're damned,  it's the design of the universe. That's
what makes you the devil. That's why Zack's friend was
of unsound mind to join the military. It's always been the
military. You'll never be replaced, though. You really are
the worst.”
“I've  wanted  to  kill  you  the  most,  Apollo,”  Brian
whispered.
“You'll  explain to us why some souls are damned and
others  are  not,  I  suppose,  time-stop  police?”  Apollo
spoke,  swiveling  to  the  previously  ocularly  luminous
officer. 
“You have to gain causal distance from evil,  until  you
can trounce it. Incidentally, there is a thermodynamics to
hyper-technology.  Moral  factions  subsist  in  sanguine
pockets of the universe - wrapped in sparse nebulae and
favour. You already figured it out in Atlantis. You have
to  be  more  Christian.  And  then  the  meta-principle  of
God  which  oversees  even  they,  takes  care  of
everything,” he delivered. 
“Told you,” Apollo boasted.
“Each causal relationship to positivity is precious then.
How really, the miracle of Christ,” Sarah said snidely.
“You'll  always  hate  us  and  hobnob  us  in  the  same
breath,” Hecate countered.



And they all stood in awe of each other, for a moment,
compounded by anxieties about the future of their own
respective  civilisations,  innervated  by  the  terrible
Centaurians, and the gang of sentients that apparently sat
atop  of  them  –  while  Zack  felt  his  limbs  begin  to
tremble, as he was contorted into teleport, swerving and
careening toward the moon. 



Chapter  15 – Betrayal  Is  A Dish
Best Served Absolute Zero

“What am I doing here?” Zack voiced.
“You've been warped,” Apollo whispered. The room fell
quiet. 
“We all have sequence pilfer, we all know mutually that
no other party teleported you, unless it was the time-stop
police,  but  I  have  a  feeling  by  basic  extrapolation
sequences that they are as confused as we are,” Hecate
articulated.
“Something's  not  right,”  Apollo gassed.  He continued,
“According  to  our  computers,  and  also  my  alert-
sequencing,  the  sun  is  flaring  unusually,  almost  like
someone has fired a giant rocket into the middle of it.” 
Hecate opened her mouth, “I'm actually more curious as
to who warped Zack. I don't believe the sun is about to
explode, personally.”
“That's what you think,” Brian conveyed. And then all of
a  sudden,  the  American  group's  sequences  came  off
unwipe  – memories  of  hatred  pulsed  back  into  their
brains,  preemptive to combat and gushing with mortal
strife. Along with the data that Apollo could absorb in a
second  with  his  state-of-the-art  technology  came  the
knowledge  that  Brian's  group  had  wiped  their
information stores of the time-stop police... and all of the
vicious  plots  and  schemes  that  America  had  for  this
bunch. 
Sarah charged and time slowed down, but, it didn't stop.
Her forearm swung overhead,  her  hand bore a  cutlass
twinkling  with  a  heated  laser  blade.  America  always
show-ponied  the  most  gruesome  artillery.  Hecate
instantaneously manifested a solid gorget from thin air,



so that Sarah's strike ricocheted back, her arm swinging
uncontrollably.  Anthony,  Brian's  cyclopean  warring
crony picked up some pace, towards a sprint, and made a
beeline for Apollo. It was at this point Apollo unwiped
his  entire  mind's  sequence  tail,  permitting  the  ire  of
thousands of centuries to scorch through his gaze, and
truly, at that very second, America got what they wanted.
The  estate  of  all  heritance  in  knowledge,  a  bona  fide
library  of  Alexandria  in  the  head  of  their  enemy,
flooding  everywhere  by  electronic  entanglement  and
sequence  inter-path  and  by  other  methods...  for  the
Americans  back  in  Nevada  to  surely  devour.
Nevertheless, Apollo mustered an esoteric strength, and
thumped the seven-foot terrorist onto his back with an
unbelievable right hook. The body shot connected with
his  sternum  epically,  emanating  shockwaves
omnidirectionally. 
“Go to sleep, pig,” Apollo bullied.
“You idiot,” Hecate shrieked. Other Atlantians had the
same disposition. 
“Are you trying to get us all killed, leaking everything
like that?” one of them shouted.
“I have a plan,” Apollo blared.
“No you don't,” Hecate rebounded.
“It's on wipe,” Apollo assured her.
And Zack at this point began to fascinate himself with
the endless stratagems that hung in the air of the wipe
world. Game theory, twisted to its maximum. Who hides
the most, wins forever?
“You're  correct,”  Scamander  mind-read.  And
Scamander's  eyes  darted  and  dodged  about  the  other
Atlantians for a moment, before he furthered, “Apollo's
trying to blow up the sun.”
“It's a gambit, I set a laser up on an interval and wiped



myself of the knowledge that I had. All that will happen
will be that the inner planets will be irradiated heavily
without technological intervention. It's a device to lure
out the capstone group of the Centaurians, because they
do  exist,  and  they  have  minions  on  the  surface  of
planets. Going underground won't  help with that much
radiation, too. They'll show up,” Apollo proposed.
It  was a subterfuge for supremacy over a hostile alien
race, to be certain, but others were sure it was a pretext
for something else.
Hecate  argued,  “If  Apollo  has  ever  told  the full truth
about anything, then I'll be!”
She watched him for  a  few moments,  scrutinising his
gamesmanship.
Apollo, “You won't get it out of me.”
Zack pleaded, “If you're so advanced that you can stall
the American group so easily (The rest had since backed
off in intuitive reflex to Apollo's show of power... they
were sure  they were fighting above their  weight  once
they  had  seen  him  pummel  Anthony...  and  had  then
quickly erected a forcefield barrier a few hundred metres
down,  behind  which  they  were  all  –  according  to
sequences – trying to deduce the secrets of Apollo with
their handheld computers) then send me home, and end
the  torture,  please.”  His  arm twitched.  Even from the
the  horror-den  in  the  Americas,  there  was  enough
satellite  routing  capability  to  reach  the  moon  and
continue to victimise the man.
Back on  Earth,  Sasha  and her  ally had  disabled  their
attackers. The Aussie goons were now strewn like stars
of  a  sky,  flickering  and  writhing  in  constellations  of
defeat  in  Zack's  basement.  All,  but  one.  Mel  sat  in  a
mobster-looking trenchcoat covering his fatigues. 
“What do you want from me?” he said, skittish of the



Russians, and baffled as to why they hadn't  submitted
him to a more obvious physical  beating.  A few blows
had been exchanged, and he was worse for wear.
“Unwipe everything,” Sasha ordered.
“I can't do that... I... can't ever do that,” Mel contended.
Sasha  and  her  pal  mutually  shared  the  setback.  They
knew Mel's stodgy adamancy would win out. Sequence
extrapolation in their own psychologies confirmed it.
Sasha telepathised to the other Russian soldier covertly,
watching Mel steadily to see if he could hear.
What algorithm is Australia using to conceal the details
of this guy's wipes? she wondered directionally.
I couldn't say...  came the reply from her aide.
Either  could  I...  cerebrated  Mel,  and  he  sprung up  at
once from his chair!
The next moment was difficult for Sasha and the other
soldier  to  parry,  because  it  contained  such  explosive
aggression...  Mel screamed at  the height  of  his ability
and fired a pistol he had hidden in his cargo pants.
The room glowed magenta, immediately, and Merertha
reappeared and plucked the bullets out of the air with her
naked wrest; she could move faster, more expertly than
any of the trainees in the programs either Mel or Sasha
had seen in their respective black ops, and she markedly
had  an  abstruse  mechanics  of  augmentation  to  claim
rank  in  almost  any  hand-to-hand  encounter,  it  was
intimated. Merertha chucked the bullets to the earth, and
beheld Mel disdainfully.
“You won't get away with it,” she disputed. And then she
deformed  materially,  corrupted  visually  by  the  act  of
teleport as she left on the dot.
As  Mel  audited  the  environment,  he  came  to  the
inevitable  conclusion  that  the  interloping  space  chick
had  somehow balmed  the  weaknesses  of  the  Russian



sequence algorithms; Sasha and her booster could follow
his systems and his cunning now.
“What, so you think Russia is Atlantis?” Sasha ridiculed.
This  was  the  predominating  theory of  The  Australian
Military.  Fundamentally,  the  suspicion persisted  that  a
Caucasian  settlement  had  chosen  the  Soviet  scape  to
hide their  fortresses and residences.  It  made too much
sense, on one hand,  for Evan Orzad,  in example,  who
contended that Russia's primacy of landmass would have
to be determined by other groups. Why wouldn't  it  be
Atlantis, when the Russian Federation was the supreme-
most of all continents? 
“Your military denigrate your own country too easily,”
Sasha  admonished,  fossicking  at  this  particular  logic,
found in Mel's mind.
“We could make the same argument  about  Australia,”
her  comrade  spieled.  He  extended,  “You  have  two
massive  oceans  in  a  moat.  You're  the  redoubt  of  the
southern hemisphere.”
“Where is it, then?” Mel vocalised.  
Sasha and Dmitry raked their  ogling of Mel over him
contemptuously. 
“Durak...” spilt Dmitry.
“Please don't kill me,” Mel begged.
“In our century, the enemy brain is worth more alive, as
dilated in time it is... the better,” Dmitry mused.
Evan Orzad began to wake up, dragging his torso from
hitherto dominations. 
He spat blood, “Who do you think you are, to stand up to
Australia?”
“The  Russian  Federation  abnegate  solicitations  with
nefarious extra-Earth groups, and forswear conspiracies
about  the  locations  of  ancient  civilisations.  We  alight
belligerence for diplomacy and seek extenuations of the



negative impacts of visitors from remote places. This is
as good of an olive branch as we can offer you, General
Orzad. Do you accept the opportunity to work together,
to co-operate on the task of interplanetary affairs? You
must process military de-escalations, too. Your allegiant
countries are in our neighbourhood, and we regard them
as manipulated,” Sasha imparted.
“Because, of course, you would remove troops from the
borders of these regions of friction?” he blasted.
“The Russian Federation are embroiled in a complicated
peacekeeping  mission  in  many states,  where  they are
those of political interest to our nation...” disseminated
Sasha.
“Ha ha... you've got to be kidding me,” Orzad sounded
off. “So, nothing will ever change,” he upheld.
“Why don't you play with rockets in your own backyard,
then, general?” Sasha snapped.
“Got you there, didn't I?” Orzad proclaimed.
Her pupils may have fired columns of red, scalding light.
“You can pursue empire at the expense of a re-education
in history,” she told him. 
“N.A.T.O.  is history.  Get  over  yourself,”  Orzad
trumpeted. 
“We  will  never  submit  to  the  Americas,”  Sasha
drummed,  before  slapping  Evan  Orzad  with  an  open
hand to the cheek. Claret speckled radially. She throttled
him,  and  maintained  her  stance,  “You  will  lose
everybody you have ever loved, if you engage us. We
have China.  We have India.  We have no tolerance for
fools.  A multi-polar world belongs to the future which
Russia inherits by abiding its design. Don't think you can
cheat the diversity of the universe, Evan. God's palette is
brilliant and titanic. You cannot bypass Darwin, and you
cannot scam his kaleidoscope. Humanity demands more



than western ego.”
Mel  advanced  Russia's  point,  “What  if  they're  right,
General?”
“How dare you speak out of line!” he lipped
“We're going to die anyway,” Mel went on. 
“No,  but  you  will.  You  filthy  little  turncoat!”  Evan
broadcast.
Sasha disclosed, “It's real, what you're perceiving, Mel.
That's why we didn't flog you completely – we saw your
doubt  sequences.  But  that's  a  Russian  psy-op.  We
programmed it! Yes, you're still western scum to us, and
you'll  take  everything  under  your  arm as  you  pillage
what you may. Absolute growth, absolute corruption.”
“Get out of my head, then!” Mel hollered.
Evan regathered, “Who else will peep over the fence, to
rescue the oppressed? You know what N.A.T.O. really is,
you hegemonic psychopaths!”
“That's where you're wrong,” she sighed. She sustained
her reply, “The terrific cultural heterogeneity of nations
is what gives our happy planet its signature. Hundreds of
countries  bespeak  the  wonderment  of  sentience.  You
would quash it? Do you really think that the guerrillas
and the thugs  are  without  their  rationales?  Maybe  we
should  all  become  narcissistic,  adultering  freedom
fighters? You kiss to your flag, right? What a tradition
for a pubescent society. You are right about the fact they
are sociopaths, though – the savage tribes of terra, and
the  halfway  houses  that  are  not  halfway  houses  but
manure for maggots. We don't garrison the monsters. We
eliminate  them in  our  own  domains.  But,  our  rescue
missions are usually only self-interested. We're at war.
That's why.”
“Who with?” Evan jibed.
“Everyone, forever,” she remarked.



“So, we're just better at it, then,” Evan connoted. 
“No. Your strategy doesn't incorporate enough balance.
You  have  to  seek  a  greater  good.  You're  a  warship
exclusively.”
“Spoken like a true loser,” Evan Orzad divulged.
“God  will  judge  you  for  what  you  have  done  to  the
planet  –  that  you  did  militarise  it  against  itself
unnecessarily,  ignore others'  borders and histories,  and
forego the harmonics of mutual pressure.”
“The  harmonics  of  mutual  pressure?!”   the  general
belittled.  He  roasted,  “It  sounds  like  Communism.  It
sounds like every country gets their own little army, and
neither the twain shall meet.” 
Sasha  reveled  in  the  opportunity,  “No,  it  isn't
Communism,  Evan.  It's  evangelism.  I  sit  on  my wall,
you sit on yours. No one fires, but the guns get bigger.
Games subsequently become the replica of war, and then
mere hypothesis does. This is civility. Eventually, with
enough widespread cultural suffering, people learn what
is adjudicated by the weapon enough for one to be an
ideology foremost.  We have a  cross  at  the  top of  our
coat, yours is cut down in the hair of the rifle's scope.
Get  a  life,  Evan,  the  English  are  evil,  and  we  won't
surrender.”

 



Chapter 16 – Raw Unfettered 
Power 

Evan  Orzad  shrugged  a  hunch  of  the  shellacked.  He
stood no chance against  the Russians.  Their encounter
had  left  him assured  that  the  space  race  of  computer
technology positioned itself to the advantage of the red
terror of the north. 
“We'd help you, but you're edited. We've figured out that
much – your soul path will be continually edited by an
alien group that Atlantis refer to as the Centaurians... no
matter what you logically would otherwise adopt in your
thinking,” Sasha opined.
“We know we're edited to avoid collaborating with you,”
Orzad jeered. He furthered, “But we would never do it
anyway. Forward-attack is irrefutable.”
“There is something you're missing,” Sasha countered.
“What,  in  all  of  common  sense,  does  forward-attack
lack?” he booed.
“Faith,” Sasha answered. “And it's not wishy-washy, it's
a verily efficacious meta-sequence.  You are  constantly
sabotaged as an army from developing this sequence. In
the  long  run,  the  armed  forces  of  any  country  must
moralise,  otherwise  the  causality  on  an  extended
timeline  is  not  economically  as  fruitful  as  it  would
otherwise be. Russia has a ten thousand year timeline.”
“You don't possess immortality technology yet...?” Evan
authenticated her.
“Even if we didn't  – and we won't  say if we do – we
would  pursue  the  long  haul  anyway.  We  will  be  the
forbears  of  heroism,  even  in  the  imaginations  of  the
present  generations.  And  then  it  is  up  to  us  not  to
underestimate  the  whims  of  the  populace  to  observe



history changing in front of them. The soul yearns for
what is good, and Russia will provide for each of them.
Like little Matryoshka dolls, people will discover deeper
and  deeper  wherewithals  in  their  spirit  attenuated  to
possibility, to greatness,” Sasha finished.
“Au  contraire,  utopias  have  never  been  contagious,”
Orzad snapped. 
“Spoken like a true Austromerican,” Sasha snorted. She
elaborated, “You are unable to be helped while you are
being edited. If you could see the snow in Archangelsk,
the  shine  of  the  child's  eyes  in  a  ruthless  winter,  and
consult  a  spontaneity  within  you...  you'd  understand
faith. You'd know that our globe only wanted pax, for the
one-time price of military humility.  Russia is ready to
promote  its  own  cultural  affections  without  over-
extending  into  collusions.  We  simply  made  more
Christian choices throughout history, General Orzad. We
are a Christendom. A New Zion for the reception of the
messages of the Immanuel. You preferred to quarrel and
row with one another, and your cousins. And now we are
the elders, and we are telling you how to live!” Sasha
sang melodically. 
“Arrogance  beyond  words,”  Orzad  coughed  in  a  low
voice. 
“You reject our offer of friendship, General, because it
requires you to give up things which you think are yours
to claim. But the years have shown who loses turbulently
in potlatches where the  latecomer expects to extract  a
share,” surmised Sasha.
“We're  happy  to  be  the  rebel  colts,  then,”  Orzad
narrowed.
“You'll grow up,” Sasha bit.
And grow up he would, in the days and the weeks to
come...  as  cyber  infractions  mounted  following  his



encounter with the Ruskis. The same could be said of the
corps back on the moon, but perhaps the Atlantian more
than  the  American.  Their  explanation  for  America's
techno-gauntlet was, no matter how much of a one man
war  Apollo  seemed  to  be  waging  on  Alpha  Centauri,
ultimately that the U.S. had negotiated an understanding
with  the  gang  in  question,  and  harvested  firepower
yonder each of their dreams. As time elapsed since the
Nevadan incursion,  Atlantis  mostly scurried  to  protect
themselves  against  Apollo's  mind's  eye  leak.  Truly,  it
seemed  the  data  exposure  was  enough  to  placate  the
raiders of offenses in phenotypical proximity, such that
they had all returned to the Earth. 
Zack was teleport-returned to terra as well, where he sat
in  the  eagle  eye  of  the  storm;  he  had  a  renewed
surveillance to annex via Atlantian augmentation, amidst
the dust devils of diablerie. What he saw in sequenced
imagery  dismayed  him.  Hundreds  of  front  line
engagements,  a  theatre  of  death,  much  like  the
armageddon he recalled which featured Australian blood
amassed. Ironically, it wasn't until he had accepted the
twisted, neoteric paradigm that he had been thus braving
that it obtained anew. His inner faculties were abluted in
a  deluge  of  poignant,  phenomenal  vibrancy...  the
consciousness-autograph of a being that claimed to have
worked  with  the  American  government  in  the  early
twentieth century.
“Are you ready to accept your coaching?” it canvassed.
“I've  blown  the  channel  wide  open,  haven't  I?”  Zack
replied.  He  was  referring  to  the  intellection  of  the
universe, into his own noggin. 
“Atlantis was just the beginning,” the being conversed. It
– the signature immediately revealed gender, male – so,
that  is  to  say  he,  persisted,  “You  now  have  a  pluri-



program. I've designed software for you to navigate the
communications  of  manifold  societies.  We  are  a
benevolent group.”
“I  know  that  –  you  just  micro-packeted  the  same
message non-lingually to me”, Zack cerebrated.
“Yes,” the being reciprocated. He pushed on, “We are an
egalitarian  presence  in  your  life.  This  new mainframe
allows  you  to  speak  to  anyone  you  want,  without  as
much  hacking  and  interference  from  nefarious
assemblies. Try it – extend your sentience outwardly and
discover the cosmos for yourself.”
And  so  Mel,  discredited  in  defeat,  cradling  injuries
mostly of the spirit,  harboured nothing but  resentment
forevermore, as he glowered at home, trying to forget his
old friend. Orzad, a carbon copy of Mel in morale and
vantage: Russia had won, and the crooked alien race that
saw  eye-to-eye  with  the  west  had  finally  been  more
formally  discovered.  They  were  Jovian,  in  residence.
Their  propinquity  came  as  a  surprise  to  America,
Australia  and  England,  and  their  western  compadres,
who  now  faced  a  crucial  dilemma  in  their  own
neighbourhood, as geographies elucidated – would they
seize the miracle of Christ, as Russia had asked them to,
or would they sell  out  the Earth to the Centaurians in
perpetuum?
Only time would tell how really Earthlings would ferry
the bassinet of years, its wicker base delicately poised
upon a shorter timeline now for the coming doomsday.
“No, you can't trust a bigger brother,” Mu concluded.
Ferroh supposed, “Does this culminate our experiment,
then?”
Mu spoke,  “Maybe  it's  obvious.  Maybe  the  Christian
soul won, because he is the vox populi incarnate. The
majority  always  want,  and  stand  up  for,  the  positive.



How chillingly amiable!” 
“Yes, quite good, it is.”
And  Ferroh  and  Mu  flew  away  in  their  spaceship,
confident that man can extract meaning from suffering
and  jubilation.  That  the  story  of  homo  sapiens
ultimately  declined  to  the  affirmative...  life,  an
ontological crucible for the masses.
And Zack knelt down to pray, and began to use the new
software given to him by the unannounced alien. 
“Dear  God,  dear Jesus Christ.  Does anybody hear me
when I pray?”
“I do...” whispered Maradha. “Help me.”
“Where are you?” he quizzed.
“Io,”  he  heard  the  female  voice  again.  “I'm  being
tortured  by  the  government  for  breaching  a  state
computer's firewall. But it's epochal. Humanity needs to
know what I have come upon.”
And they melded their consciousnesses, across an astral
distance, and immediately gathered so much.  Maradha
had a similar pluri-program designed for her, to interface
with many contributors, one after the other, like a real
time encyclopedia of thoughts,  each a response to her
S.O.S..  It  was  apparent  that  Zack  had  attuned  to  her
flare.  Five  years  of  torture,  and  the  end  of  it  didn't
suggest in any possible gaze. 
“What did you find, that's so worth torturing for?” Zack
challenged.
“A weapon so commanding, it could create omniscience.
It's called the meta-stream. It's an aggregation of billions
of sentiences into a super-algorithm. The end of wonder,
the genesis of terror forever. If militarised, it could sing
the vale  of  psychic  privacy for  every citizen of every
galaxy,  the  disemboweling  of  autonomy  of  thought.
Truly, peak A.I..”



“I'll save you,” Zack stated.
“Militaries have come for me... but also to rescue me. I'll
survive, maybe,” Maradha terminated their dialogue.
And while Atlantis settled atop their flailing secrecy, in
lunar  bases  and  elsewhere  –  Apollo  and  Hecate  too
unsentimental for their age in years to care to maintain
with Zack, especially in a new world of apertures to their
once  hidden  civilisation  –  Zack  twiddled  his  thumbs
across a space bar of a keyboard.
“If I can talk to anyone in the galaxy – or wherever – I
can  write  with  so  many  people  in  the  galaxy,”  he
clinched.
And he jotted off on his own, without Hecate the muse,
cloistered  by  the  recklessness  of  Apollo  and  the
inevitability of the age. Atlantis had been uncovered, and
Hecate remained and prayed. She was intuitive to Zack's
fateful duel with Mel, but still felt pangs of ruth for his
rocky arrival at a victory.
“Jesus, is it right to bear a sainthood, or a sword? How
do you cut the vine free for the victim by preaching to it?
What balance makes the saltire?”
And as the sun set from the orientation of the moon, so
many  kilometres  apart,  the  re-cloned  Alexander
Bortnikov paced along in the foyer of the F.S.B.. He held
a photo in his hand – it was a snap of he and a friend, a
man a similar age, holidaying in Archangelsk. 
He pondered, “I suppose God is with Russia,” and the
continent was illumed, true, by the nearest star. 


